2014 MEDIA RELEASE ARCHIVE

December 15, 2015- December 29, 2015
Total Calls for Service – 70
Theft Under $5000 -1
Frauds – 3
Other Criminal Code (fail to attend court, Mischief, breach of undertaking, breach of probation,
Disturb Peace, Mischief Under) – 16
Cannibas Possession - 1
Provincial Offences (HTA, LCGA charges & warnings) -11
Fail to Stop or Remain after Accident. -1
Municipal By-Laws (Parking, Noise, Barking Dogs) - 7
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, fingerprints, emergency hang-up) - 15
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
False Alarms, Intoxicated Persons, Mental Health Act) – 15
December 15, 2014
Police received a call from the Morden Motor Inn regarding a room that had been damaged overnight. A
large picture window had been broken inside the room. Staff were unable to contact the guest that had
already checked out. Through investigation it was learned there was an altercation inside the room during
the night when the window was broken. Police contacted the guest and had a discussion about the
damages. The guest agreed to pay for the damages.
Police received a call from a local business that one of their vehicles had a license plate stolen. The plate
was removed and screws were placed back on the vehicle. The plate is Manitoba license FSA 449. Anyone
with information on this license plate is asked to call their local police or Crimestoppers.
December 18, 2014
Police received a call from an employee at Buhler Manufacturing in Morden. The worker arrived at 6:45
am and parked in employee parking. At 12:45pm he was informed his rear window was smashed. Police

attended and found a rock had been thrown through the window. Tire tracks were visible in snow leading
up to the vehicle. Anyone with information is asked to call Morden Police Service or Crimestoppers.
December 19, 2014
Police received a call from a person that had their vehicle damaged at Access Credit Union. They parked
their red 2010 Ford Edge at Access Credit Union between 9:30-11:30 am. When they returned to their
vehicle they noticed damage. White scrape marks were noticed on the front passenger fender of their
vehicle. Anyone with information are asked to call Morden Police Service or Crimestoppers.
December 26, 2014
Police received a call from a resident who is separated from her spouse. There was a verbal argument that
had taken place during the children visitation exchange. There were no court orders in place regarding
visitation and both parties were advised to obtain family lawyers to clear up any issues with visitations.
Police have received many calls about various phone and internet scams during this reporting period.
Readers Digest Prize winnings, Kijiji, Winnipeg Jets tickets, Computer virus scam. Residents are asked to
refer to Canadian Anti Fraud website to become familiar with the latest internet / mail scams. If you are
still unsure check with your local police.

December 17th, 2014
Morden, MB - The Morden Police Service and the Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) completed a
Joint Force Investigation on December 11, 2014. Members of the Regional Support Tactical Team,
Morden Police Service and CBSA executed a warrant at a residence in Morden resulting in the arrests of
two individuals and in police seizing over 100 grams of Amphetamine, Marijuana and Cannabis Resin.
22-year-old Leonard Abrams and 21-year-old Stephanie Nicole Hildebrandt have each been charged with:
 Importation of a Controlled Substance; and
 Three counts of Possession of a Controlled Substance.
Both accused are scheduled to appear in Morden Provincial Court in January of 2015.
The investigation was launched when CBSA officers at Vancouver International Mail Centre intercepted
two suspected amphetamine parcels over a six-month period destined to the same subject and address in
Morden. The Morden Police Service was subsequently notified and a joint investigation began which was
followed by CBSA seizure at Winnipeg Air Cargo of another Morden-bound parcel containing
amphetamine and addressed to the same subject.
This outcome is a direct result of collaboration between the law enforcement resources of the Morden
Police Service and the CBSA. The CBSA works closely with local law enforcement partners to detect and

prevent illegal cross-border activity such as drug smuggling which endangers the safety of Canadian
communities and generates profits for organized crime.

December 8th – December 15th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 62
Break & Enter (residence) – 1
Frauds - 1
Other Criminal Code (breach of undertaking, breach probation, harassment) - 3
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 7
Traffic Accidents - 3
Liquor and Gaming Control Act – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident – 1
Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 16
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 29
December 8th, 2014
Police have a Warrant for Arrest for 21 year old Alex Devon Lane Klassen of Winkler for failing to comply
with a Probation Order. Klassen was originally charged with 3 counts of failing to comply with conditions
of another Probation Order and was to report to a Probation Officer. Anyone with information regarding
Klassen’s whereabouts is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your
message to CRIMES (274637).
December 8th, 2014
A homeowner returned to his residence on Brookside Way in Morden around 9:00pm on December 6 th to
find that someone had entered his unlocked garage, went into his deep freeze and removed some food
products. A pizza was left on top of the freezer which was still frozen, so it appeared as though the suspect
had just recently been there. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden
Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).

December 8th, 2014
Police received another report of a scam where a lady received a call from a male indicating that her
nephew was in trouble in Mexico and needed $950.00. The victim sent the $950.00 to an account by
“Moneygram”, thinking her nephew was in trouble. Police would like to remind the public once again
never to give out any personal information or send money to anyone unless you are absolutely sure the
request is legitimate.
December 10th, 2014
Police received a 911 call from a resident advising that someone was banging on his door. Police attended
to find two male individuals and a female who were all drinking and arguing. Police mediated the
situation and it appeared that everything was settled, but were called back to the residence a short time
after. Police arrested a 52 year old male under the Intoxicated Persons Detention Act and lodged him in
cells until sober. He was released without any charges.
December 12th, 2014
Police received a call of a pedestrian motor vehicle accident at the intersection of Mountain Street and
Gilmour Street in Morden. Police attended and found the 13 year old to be conscious and breathing but
complained of a head injury. The youth was walking north on the west sidewalk along Gilmour Street. A
vehicle was stopped on Gilmour Street facing east waiting to cross Mountain Street. The youth thought it
was safe to cross the intersection thinking the driver saw him, but the vehicle proceeded to pull ahead
contacting the victim. An ambulance was dispatched and the youth was transported to Boundary Trails
Health Centre for further observation.
December 13th, 2014
A 911 call was received at approximately 4:50am this date reporting a female being assaulted by her exboyfriend. While attending, police received another call advising that an intoxicated female was walking
down 11th Street in Morden and was observed entering a home. Police attended to the residence and found
a female walking down the sidewalk in the area who was very unsteady on her feet. Police spoke with the
woman who showed the usual signs of intoxication. The woman was asked to remove her hands from her
pockets and when she did, a large kitchen knife fell out of her pocket onto the ground. The individual was
handcuffed for officer safety and detained for investigational purposes. The female initially reported that
she was assaulted by her ex-boyfriend but upon further investigation, it was determined that the exboyfriend simply locked her out of his residence. The 23 year old female was lodged in cells until sober
and released later without charges.
December 14th, 2014
A 32 year old male driver from Morden is facing a charge of Driving while Disqualified after being issued a
24 hour suspension of his driver’s license. At approximately 1:45am this date, police stopped a vehicle and
observed the driver to have a slight odor of liquor on his breath. A demand was made for the driver to
provide a sample of his breath on a roadside screening device which registered a warning. As a result, the

driver’s license was suspended for 24 hours. An hour later, police observed this same vehicle with the
same driver travelling down Thornhill Street in Morden. Police stopped the vehicle and confirmed it was
in fact the same person. The driver indicated he returned to his vehicle to get a lighter and thought since
he was there, he would drive the vehicle home. The driver was charged with driving while disqualified and
his vehicle was impounded for 30 days.

December 1, 2014 – December 7, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 50
Theft Under $5000 -2
Frauds – 3
Other Criminal Code (fail to attend court, Mischief, breach of undertaking, breach of probation,
Disturb Peace, Mischief Under) – 4
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) -9
Fail to Stop or Remain after Accident. -3
Municipal By-Laws (Parking, Noise, Barking Dogs) - 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, fingerprints, emergency hang-up) - 16
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
False Alarms, Intoxicated Persons, Mental Health Act) – 11
December 1, 2014
Police received a complaint from a resident about a Ukrainian flag that was taken. The flag had been
displayed outside his residence. The flag is described as Blue and Yellow stripe.
Officers on patrol in the early evening recognized a suspended driver operating a motor vehicle eastbound
on Thornhill St. The vehicle was pulled over and police confirmed the driver was suspended from driving.
His vehicle was also unregistered. He was issued two offence notices for driving while disqualified and
driving an unregistered vehicle. Subsequently his vehicle was impounded for a minimum of 30 days.
December 2, 2014
An adult came to Morden Police Service with a suspicious substance he found in a parking lot. Police
examined the substance and it tested positive for a drug commonly known as “Magic Mushrooms” a
hallucinogenic street drug. Street value of the substance was estimated to be $600.

A citizen called Morden Police to discuss a possible fraud. The caller was identifying themselves as being
associated with the California Police and there was a warrant for her arrest. The citizen was to send $1000
via Western Union to clear up the warrant. There was no reason for a warrant to ever be issued. She was
advised to block the caller number and not send the money. Police are reminding people to never send
money via any wire transfer unless you are initiating the transaction with someone known and trusted to
you. Christmas season is a common time for money scams. If you are unsure about an incident or request
for money please contact your local police service who may be able to help you determine if the incident is
indeed a scam.
December 3, 2014
An officer on patrol pulled over a truck with no commercial decaling. Turned out the driver was
suspended from driving . He was served an offence notice for Driving Disqualified and his truck was
impounded for a minimum 30 days.
December 5, 2014
Police on patrol were following an Alberta plated vehicle in a residential area of Morden. The vehicle
began to abruptly speed up. Driver turned down a rarely used alleyway and into the parking lot at 2nd and
Thornhill. Police pulled up to check on the driver. A strong odor of liquor was noted on him and he had
bloodshot eyes. He was subsequently arrested for impaired driving and brought to the Morden Police
Service where he provided samples of his breath. Samples were provided of 110 and 100 milligrams of
alcohol in 100 millilitres of blood. The legal limit is 80. Driver was released on a Promise to Appear with a
Surety amount to ensure his appearance in court. Driver will appear in Morden Provincial Court on
January 13, 2015.
A citizen turned in a change purse with a quantity of money. Owner can attend to Morden Police Service
and identify the change purse and the amount in the purse to claim.
Police received a call from a teen that was threatened over social media. Police spoke to the suspect about
appropriate use of social media and the consequences of his actions.
At 9:15 pm police received a call of a suspicious male that was at a residence in Morden. An occupant was
home when they heard what sounded like a key trying to open the door. They checked the peep hole and
observed a male standing in the porch. They turned on the outside light and the person fled. From
description provided to police they were able to identify a suspect. He was spoken to and admitted to
being in the area to visit a friend. He was mistaken that the friend had moved.
Shortly after police received a call about a similar situation with a person walking up to a residence
window on a house and banging on the window and fleeing. An adult male was in the house in the room
when this occurred. The suspect descriptions were different and police do not feel the incidents to be
related. Police patrolled the area and no suspects were found.
December 6, 2014

Police were called to the Access Event Centre regarding a parent that was in the stands that ejected out of
a hockey game. Police attended and the situation had resolved itself and the parent had cooled down.

November 24th – December 1st, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 79
Break & Enter (residence, business) – 2
Assaults (common, sexual) - 4
Theft under $5000.00 – 1
Other Criminal Code (breach of undertaking, breach probation, utter threats, harassing phone calls) 3
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 10
Traffic Accidents - 1
Liquor and Gaming Control Act – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident – 4
By-Laws - 1
Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 22
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 30
November 24th, 2014
Police are investigating a break, enter & theft at Pete Wall Carpentry in Morden that occurred sometime
between Saturday evening and this date. An employee came to work early in the morning to find one of
the overhead doors slightly open and when he entered the building, he realized that someone had been
inside. Suspects entered the main office and went through some drawers taking a small amount of cash.
Also taken from a desk was a program key that resembled a USB stick and a laptop. This key operates
most of the equipment in the shop and is quite valuable and significant to the operations of the business.
Suspects then entered a lunch room and pried open a vending machine and removed several items from
inside as well as some coffee. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden
Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).

November 26th, 2014
A witness reported observing a vehicle travelling on 5th Street in Morden, swerving all over the street, then
lost control and hit a light standard. The vehicle then drove off and parked at a church in Morden. Police
attended and found the vehicle to have extensive damage to the back end, rear quarter panel and tire from
the accident. Debris and parts of the vehicle were left at the scene that matched the vehicle. The driver
attended the office later that afternoon to report the accident and stated the streets were very slippery and
he lost control. There were no injuries as a result of the accident.
November 27th, 2014
Police were on general patrol travelling east on Thornhill Street following a vehicle when the vehicle took
an abrupt left turn in front of a westbound vehicle. The vehicle travelling westbound had to slow down to
avoid a collision. Police stopped the vehicle and spoke with the driver who advised that the vehicle was
unregistered and that he currently has an expired driver’s license. A check with police dispatch confirmed
the vehicle was unregistered and had been since 2011. It also confirmed that the driver was in fact
suspended indefinitely from driving. The vehicle was impounded initially for 30 days and but increased by
MPI to 150 days due to previous infractions. The 30 year old driver from Morden is charged with drive
while disqualified and drive an unregistered vehicle.
November 27th, 2014
A 16 year old female youth is charged with breach of probation for failing to comply with conditions of a
sentence or disposition. The youth was placed on probation as a result of previous charges but failed to
complete community service work as a condition of her order. The youth will be appearing in Morden
Provincial court in January.
November 28th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred on November 22 nd in the
Access Event Centre parking lot in Morden. The owner came out to their vehicle and noticed damage to
the back side bumper of the vehicle. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2011 black Dodge Ram 1500 truck.
Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900,
Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or
text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
November 28th, 2014
Police received a call of a male being assaulted by another intoxicated male outside his residence. Police
had been dispatched to an unrelated call to the suspect’s residence where a report of a break in and
mischief was also made. The victim had confronted the suspect after he hit his vehicle with his hand in a
parking lot. Words were exchanged and some pushing and shoving took place. The victim began to walk
away when he was punched in the face by the suspect. While police were dealing with this situation, they
observed a door wide open on a residence and it appeared the inside had been ransacked. Police searched

the home to find all areas of the residence had been disturbed. The owners of the home returned a short
time later to advise that the suspect had been at their residence earlier but did not wish to pursue charges.
The 23 year old Morden resident is charged with assault and will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court
in January.
November 30th, 2014
Police are investigating an assault that took place at a licensed establishment. A patron was intoxicated
and was harassing another individual and was punched in the face. The victim was taken to hospital,
treated and released without any serious injuries. The investigation continues with charges pending.
November 30th, 2014
A 31 year old Morden residence will be facing 2 counts of uttering threats and will be appearing in
Winnipeg Provincial Court. The suspect contacted his girlfriend in Winnipeg and uttered threats to attend
Winnipeg with a gun and kill her and her daughter. Police arrested the suspect on behalf of Winnipeg
Police Service and released him on a Promise to Appear and an Undertaking to have no contact or
communication with the victim.
November 17th – November 24th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 64
Theft under $5000.00 – 12
Possess Property Obtained by Crime – 2
Other Criminal Code (breach of undertaking, breach probation, utter threats, harassing phone calls) 14
Frauds - 1
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession) – 5
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 6
Liquor and Gaming Control Act – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident – 1
By-Laws - 1
Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 15

Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 32
November 18th, 2014
Police received a call about an individual who would be attending the Tim Hortons in Morden to sell
Marihuana. Police attended the restaurant and found the suspect in the washroom along with another
individual in a stall. Marihuana crumbs were noted in the toilet bowl. The two individuals were arrested
for possession of a controlled substance. One of the suspects had a zip-lock bag containing 23.5 grams of
marihuana inside his jacket pocket. Also located in another pocket was a zip-lock bag containing 6 grams
of marihuana and $20.00 cash. The second suspect admitted to police that he had purchased 2 grams of
marihuana before police arrived and turned it over to police. The first suspect, an 18 year old male from
Morden, is charged with possession of a controlled substance (marihuana) and possession for the purpose
of trafficking marihuana. He was also on probation for failing to comply with an undertaking and theft
and will also be charged with 2 counts of breach of probation. He was released on a Promise to Appear
and will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in December. The second suspect, a 16 year old male
youth from Morden, is charged with possession of a controlled substance (marihuana) as well as 2 counts
of breach of probation. He will also be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in December.
November 19th, 2014
Police stopped a vehicle in Morden with three occupants inside for having no license plates. The male
driver was unable to produce any registration but produced an expired temporary permit. Neither the
male driver nor the two female passengers, were able to confirm whose name was on the permit. Police
recognized the two females in the vehicle as possible suspects in a theft at the Shoppers Drug Mart in
Morden from this past summer. A check with police dispatch revealed one of the female suspects had a
Warrant for Arrest from Winnipeg Police Service as well as Calgary Police Service. The second female had
a Warrant for Arrest Canada wide from Calgary Police Service. Both were arrested for these warrants and
transported back to the police station. In the back seat of the vehicle were two garbage bags that contained
meat products from the Co-op Grocery store in Morden, 5 bottles of fragrance from Shoppers Drug Mart
in Morden along with an assortment of clothing for a total value of approximately $800.00. All these
items were confirmed stolen from the various stores. Police conducted an interview with both female
suspects. One of the female suspects admitted to taking all these items along with the other female and
also admitted to both committing the thefts from Shoppers Drug Mart in Morden back in July 2014 which
value totaled $1171.00. They also admitted to a theft at the Canadian Tire in Winkler where a blue ray
player and a roofing nail gun were taken with a total value of $460.00. The male driver’s involvement was
simply to drive the female suspects to the various places to commit the thefts, which he was fully aware as
to what they were doing.
57 year old Danielle Marie FINES of Winnipeg is charged with 5 counts of theft under $5000.00, 4 counts
of breach of probation as well as 1 count of possession of property obtained by crime.
24 year old Tia Mary Jane MAGOON, also of Winnipeg, is charged with 5 counts of theft under $5000.00
and 1 count of possession of property obtained by crime. Both these individuals were remanded into

custody and transported to the Winnipeg Remand Centre due to their lengthy criminal records and to deal
with their Warrants from other jurisdictions.
The 40 year old male driver from Winnipeg, Michael David Berthelette, is charged with 1 count of
possession of property obtained by crime, 1 count of theft under $5000.00 and drive an unregistered
vehicle. He was released on a Promise to Appear and will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in
December.
November 21st, 2014
Police have a Warrant for Arrest for 34 year old Terence John Pelletier of Roland for failing to comply
with a court order. He was originally charged with 3 counts of False Pretences and was to report to
probation services, which he failed to do. Anyone with information regarding the whereabouts of Pelletier
is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a
secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES
(274637).
November 21st, 2014
Police received a report of some keys that were lost around the Grant Street location in Morden this past
Thursday at 6:00am. The owner accidentally left the keys on top of his vehicle and drove off. The keys are
described as 4 black trailer keys, 2 silver keys and 2 climbing hooks. There was a bottle opener as well as a
wedding ring attached to the key ring.
Anyone with information regarding the whereabouts of these keys is asked to call the Morden Police
Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
November 21st, 2014
Police have charged a 27 year old male with uttering threats to cause death to an ex-girlfriend. The
girlfriend had received several calls from the accused and in one message, he stated that he would kill her
and anyone else that she was now involved with. The accused was arrested and released on a Promise to
Appear with conditions and will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in January 2015.
November 23rd, 2014
Police will be charging an 18 year old male with breaching his undertaking for failing to comply with a
curfew. The accused was to abide by a curfew of 9:00pm to 7:00am daily as a result of previous charges
involving several thefts from motor vehicles. On this day at approximately 1:50am, police attended the
accused’s residence to conduct a curfew check and was advised by his mother that he was not at home.
The accused will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in December.

November 10th – November 17th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 59
Theft under $5000.00 – 1
Assaults - 1
Frauds - 2
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession) – 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 7
Impaired Driving – 1
By-Laws - 1
Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 15
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 29
November 10th, 2014
Police were called to a domestic dispute where a couple was in a disagreement over a piece of property.
Police were called to keep the peace and prevent the situation from escalating. The situation was mediated
and it was decided that one would leave the home for the evening to prevent any further issues. There
were no threats or assaults as a result of this incident.
November 10th, 2014
A bike was reported stolen from outside the Co-op Grocery store in Morden this date. An employee
attended work at the grocery store and went to leave at the end of the day to find his bike gone. The bike is
described as a black Trek 3700. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the
Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
November 10th, 2014
A suspicious vehicle was reported leaving Winkler and heading towards Morden. Police intercepted the
vehicle driving west on Wilcocks Road in Morden. Upon speaking with the driver, police detected an odor
of marihuana inside the vehicle. The 20 year old Morden resident surrendered several drug related items
including a marihuana pipe, rolling papers, a bud buster and a zip lock baggie containing a small amount

of a substance believe to be hash oil. A warning was issued to the driver for possession of a controlled
substance.
November 11th, 2014
Police were following a vehicle west bound on Highway #3 when they observed that vehicle wander over
to the center line several times. The vehicle was stopped and upon speaking with the driver, noted him to
have blood shot eyes and an odor of marihuana. The driver was arrested for possession of a controlled
substance and was found to be in possession of drug related items including a marihuana pipe and a
grinder with a small quantity of green leafy substance. The 20 year old male driver was issued a warning
for possession of a controlled substance.
November 12th, 2014
A suspicious vehicle was observed on a privately owned site at 3:50am. The vehicle was observed leaving
the site and had a suspicious item strapped to the top of its roof. Police attempted to catch up with the
vehicle which was now increasing speed in an attempt to evade police. Emergency lights were activated
and the vehicle was eventually stopped. Police noted the driver and one male passenger to have several
bags and equipment in the back seat of the vehicle. When questioned what they were doing, they advised
they were dropping something off. Police questioned the two on some metal cabinets that were strapped
to the roof and they indicated they found them. The two were arrested for theft and upon searching the
driver, police found a knife, a .22 calibre magazine and .22 calibre bullets in his pocket. While searching
the vehicle, police located an assortment of items which included a .22 calibre rifle, several air soft
handguns, cameras, binoculars, bolt cutters and drug paraphernalia including a substance believed to be
methamphetamine. The two individuals along with all items were turned over the RCMP as the offence
had taken place in their jurisdiction.
November 15th, 2014
Police were conducting an MPI Roadwatch checkstop and stopped a vehicle travelling eastbound on
Thornhill Street in Morden. The vehicle pulled over hitting the curb prior to stopping. The driver had an
odor of liquor on his breath, slurred speech and bloodshot eyes. The driver was asked to step out of the
vehicle and used the door for balance. Police observed an open can of beer in the center console. He was
arrested for impaired driving and provided samples of his breath that were analyzed at 150 and 140mg%.
The 54 year old driver is charged with impaired driving, drive over .08, drive unregistered vehicle and
unlawful transportation of liquor in a vehicle. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in
December.
November 16th, 2014
Police would again like to remind the public to be aware of a popular phone scam. A lady received a call
from a male reporting to be her son who was in a car accident and required money for bail and car repairs.
The male asked for an amount of $2500.00 and said his lawyer would be calling back to give her more
details. A short time later, she received a call from another male pretending to be the son’s lawyer and told
the victim to send $500.00 by Western Union and then $2000.00 by email money transfer. The victim

did wire the money through Western Union at Walmart in Winkler and then transferred $2000.00 over
the internet. The victim then contacted her son to let him know she had sent the money and this is when
she learned it was a scam.

November 3rd – November 10th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 90
Break & Enters (business, residential) – 2
Theft under $5000.00 – 2
Assaults - 2
Frauds - 4
Other Criminal Code (mischief, disturb the peace, escape custody) – 9
Controlled Drugs & Substances (trafficking) – 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 13
Impaired Driving - 1
Liquor and Gaming Control Act - 3
Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 20
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 35
November 1st, 2014
Police received a call around 2:35am from a male reporting that he just had a knife pulled on him by
another male. Police attended to the scene and was advised by the caller that he was upset with this
individual because his girlfriend was staying at this person’s house for the night. The caller advised police
that he went down to the residence and entered the home uninvited and started yelling at this person.
This is when the suspect pulled a knife out and told him to leave. Police spoke with the suspect who
admitted that is exactly what happened and he pulled the knife out to protect himself. No one was injured
as a result of this incident and neither person wanted to pursue changes.
November 3rd, 2014

Police were called to a residence regarding a domestic dispute. The couple, who work together, attended
their workplace and got into an argument. They returned home and the arguing continued to the point
where one was afraid that things would escalate and police were called. Police mediated the situation and
eventually one was removed from the home to prevent any further altercations. There were no charges as
a result of this incident.
November 3rd, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a male throwing bricks at a window trying to break into a house on 9th Street
in Morden. While attending, police received a second 911 call from the homeowner advising that someone
was trying to break into her home and she knew who it was. Police attended and found the male suspect in
the back yard sitting in a chair with injuries to his hand. It was learned that the accused was inside the
house and an argument ensued and he was asked to leave. When he left the home, the door was locked but
the accused attempted to come back in. When he discovered the door was locked, he smashed a window
with his hand. The homeowner did not want to pursue charges. Paramedics were called to examine the
accused’s hand. He was treated and released from the scene.
November 4th, 2014
Police received a 911 call with yelling and screaming in the background. A female caller was unable to give
police any details of the situation other than the address. Police attended to a residence on 6 th Street in
Morden and spoke with a female on the driveway who advised that a relative inside was upset with some
family issues and assaulted a male and punched a hole in a wall. Police attended inside and spoke with
one of the male victims who advised he was restraining the suspect who was out of control and while
doing so, was punched in the face but did not want to pursue criminal charges. All individuals in the home
had been drinking and the suspect had departed the residence when police were called. A short time later,
police located the male suspect staggering down the railway tracks near 11 th Street. The suspect was
intoxicated and arrested under the Intoxicated Persons Detention Act. He was lodged in cells overnight
until sober and released in the morning. The 17 year old male was charged with possession or
consumption of liquor as a minor under the Liquor and Gaming Control Act.
November 4th, 2014
Police received another 911 call related to the previous night. The caller advised that a relative showed up
at his residence and started to cause problems, hitting the walls and yelling at his family. The suspect in
this case was extremely angry and not making any sense. Police attended and spoke with the caller who
advised that the suspect showed up intoxicated at the residence but had since left, commenting that he
would be back. Police eventually located the suspect sitting on the ground in the alley behind the
Traveller’s Inn with an open can of beer. The 33 year old male was arrested under the Intoxicated Persons
Detention Act and lodged in cells until sober. He was released and served a Provincial Offence Notice for
consuming liquor in a public place.
November 5th, 2014

Police had opportunity to check a license plate on a vehicle parked in a parking lot which came back as
registration inactive. The vehicle was later observed driving and was subsequently stopped. As police
approached the vehicle, the driver was observed reaching back to the rear passenger’s location. The driver
opened the door to speak with police at which time they observed a small plastic baggie containing a small
amount of green leafy substance at his feet believed to be marihuana. The driver was arrested for
possession of a controlled substance and asked to step out of the vehicle. Upon searching the driver, police
located a second small baggie containing a small amount of green leafy substance in his pocket.
A check with police dispatch revealed that the driver was prohibited from driving Canada wide and was on
conditions not to consume alcohol. Police detected an odor of alcohol on the driver’s breath as well as red
bloodshot, watery eyes. The accused is charged with possession of a controlled substance, 4 counts of
breach of undertaking, drive without driver’s liability insurance, drive without motor vehicle liability
insurance and drive disqualified. Due to previous charges, the accused was held in custody overnight and
appeared in Morden Provincial Court the next morning where he was released on a Recognizance to
appear back in court in December.
November 5th, 2014
As a result of a traffic stop, police have charged a male youth with 2 counts of breach of probation as well
as possession or consumption of liquor as a minor. The vehicle was stopped due to the license plate
coming back as unregistered. One of the occupants in the vehicle, who was 16 years of age, had an odor of
liquor on his breath and was with a second individual who he was to have no contact with, as a result of a
probation order. The youth is charged with 2 counts of breach of probation as well as possession or
consumption of liquor as a minor. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in December.
November 5th, 2014
A 17 year old youth has been charged with failing to comply with his sentence by not completing his
community service work. The youth will be appearing Morden Provincial Court in January 2015.
November 7th, 2014
Police received a report of a break and enter to a residence in Morden. Some money and a gift card were
removed from the master bedroom. Police attended and upon speaking with the homeowner, were
advised that they suspect their son. A door was forced open in the master bedroom where the cash and gift
card was taken from. No one else would know that these items were in this room and nothing else had
been disturbed. The accused was not at home at this time but later returned home and admitted to his
parents what he had done. Due to previous incidents, the parents wanted the youth charged. The youth
has previous charges and is now facing an additional charge of break, enter and theft. The youth was
remanded into custody and transported to the Manitoba Youth Centre. He will be appearing in Portage
Provincial Court November 10th.
November 7th, 2014

Police were called to a domestic dispute between a husband and wife. The wife advised that the husband
has been verbally abusive to her since they started seeing each but has now had enough. The couple has
two young children together who were also in the home. No assault or threats had taken place but it was
suggested that one leave the residence to avoid the situation from escalating. The wife was transported to
another home for the night until the situation could be sorted out.
November 8th, 2014
A 20 year old male from Morden has been issued a warning after sending disturbing texts to his exgirlfriend. The couple had broken up about 3 weeks ago and the boyfriend was upset over a phone that
was not returned to him. He was demanding money and some of the texts involved contained
inappropriate comments. The suspect promised that he would not be sending anymore texts.

November 5, 2014
Additional charges have been laid as a result of “Project Denver.” 33-year-old Reuben Reimer of
Morden is facing additional charges as a result of breaching the conditions of his release from custody.
Reimer was charged with Trafficking Cocaine as a result of Project Denver and on August 7th, 2014, he
entered into a recognizance before a Justice of the Peace with conditions not to have any contact or
communication with any co-accused, not to possess any cellular device, and not to possess any illegal
drug. As a result of the continuing investigation, it was determined that Reimer had several phone
conversations with a co-accused while the co-accused is still in custody. Reimer was arrested on October
29th 2014 at his residence and as a condition of his Recognizance, police conducted a search of the
residence and located two cell phones, a grinder with marihuana residue and an ashtray with burned
marihuana residue.
Reimer is now facing additional charges including 4 counts of Fail to Comply with a Recognizance,
Possession of a Controlled Substance - namely Marihuana, Trafficking a Controlled Substance - namely
Cocaine and Conspiracy to Commit an Indictable Offence to wit: Trafficking Cocaine. He was remanded
into custody and currently remains in custody awaiting his next court appearance.

October 27th – November 3rd, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 78
Frauds - 1
Other Criminal Code (mischief, disturb the peace) – 7
Controlled Drugs & Substances (trafficking) – 1

Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 21
Liquor and Gaming Control Act - 3
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident – 2
Traffic Accidents - 1
By-Laws – 1
Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 16
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 25
October 24th, 2014
Police have charged a 40 year old male with fail to appear for identification purposes. The accused failed
to attend the Morden Police Service for the purpose of providing his fingerprints as part of her release on
a Promise to Appear on September 28th. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in November.
October 24th, 2014
A 15 year old Morden youth has been remanded into custody after breaching the conditions of his
undertaking. He was released on an undertaking by a Judge on October 7 th with conditions to abide by a
curfew of 7:00pm to 7:00am daily. Police conducted a curfew check on the accused on October 24 th
around 8:20pm to find that the accused was not home and the parents did not know where he was. On
October 27th, the accused was arrested and held in custody to appear in Morden Provincial Court the next
morning. The accused was remanded to the next Morden court date of November 4 th and remains in
custody until that appearance.
October 24th, 2014
Police have a Warrant for Arrest for 19 year old Dustin Dean Stevenson of Swan Lake. The accused failed
to comply with a probation order to report to a probation officer by a certain date. Anyone with
information regarding the whereabouts of Stevenson is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 8224900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com
or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
October 29th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred October 27 th around noon in
the Giant Tiger parking lot in Morden. The driver returned to his vehicle and noticed damage to the front
driver’s corner. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2013 red Toyota Venza. Anyone with information
regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-

222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your
message to CRIMES (274637).
October 29th, 2014
Police received another report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred this date sometime
between 10:00 and 11:00am. The driver is not certain where exactly the accident happened as they were
parked at several locations in Morden. The driver later noticed damage to the driver’s side rear bumper
and back quarter panel. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2005 grey Pontiac Montana van. Anyone with
information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime
Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text
“TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
October 30th, 2014
A 17 year old Morden youth has been charged with breach of probation as a result of failing to comply with
conditions of a curfew. The accused was placed on a probation order on July 16 th, 2014 with one of the
conditions to abide by a curfew of 9:00pm to 7:00am daily. Police conducted a curfew check on the
accused on October 4th around 9:58pm to find that he was not home. Shortly thereafter, the accused did
return home and was issued a warning for failing to comply with his conditions. On October 30 th, the
accused was found not to be at his residence at 10:20pm and did not return home until around 11:30pm.
He was served a summons for failing to comply with his probation order and will be appearing in Morden
Provincial Court in November.
November 1st, 2014
Police are investigating a disturbance at a house party where a youth was assaulted. Police are speaking
with witnesses and continuing their investigation to determine if any charges are warranted.
November 1st, 2014
Police received a call of a domestic dispute where the husband threatened to take their children and leave.
Police attended the residence and spoke with both individuals to obtain both sides of the story. Police
mediated the situation and ensured that no threats or assaults took place. The couple eventually
reconciled and admitted that the argument got out of hand and things were said that should not have
been. No further action was required by police.
November 1st, 2014
Police are investigating vandalism to a vehicle parked in Rock’s Bar & Grill parking lot overnight. The
victim advised that he parked his vehicle at around 11:30pm and then got a ride home, leaving his vehicle
in the south-east parking lot. This morning the victim returned to his vehicle and noticed that someone
ran an object along both sides and the back of the vehicle scraping the paint. The vehicle that was
damaged is a 2006 red GMC Sierra truck. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call

the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
November 1st, 2014
A 20 year old female from Morden is facing several drug charges following a vehicle stop around 9:00pm
this date. A vehicle was observed making a turn without signaling, then rolled through a stop sign and
made a second turn without signaling. The vehicle was stopped and upon officers speaking with the
driver, they could detect an odor of fresh marihuana coming from inside. The driver was questioned on
the odor to which they replied that they had smoked one earlier. The officer assured the driver that it was
fresh marihuana that was being detected. Upon further questioning, the driver admitted that there might
be a small amount of marihuana in the vehicle. Upon searching the vehicle, police found a quantity of
marihuana in four separate plastic baggies, a quantity of magic mushroom as well as LSD. The driver has
been charged with 3 counts of possession of a controlled substance as well as 1 count of possession of a
controlled substance for the purpose of trafficking. She will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in
December.
November 2nd, 2014
Police received a call of a silver van with a possible impaired driver at around 3:15pm this date. Police
observed the vehicle driving in the parking lot of the MacDonald’s restaurant as it slowly parked, coming
to a quick jerky stop. Police made contact with the driver and could detect a strong odor of liquor on his
breath. He had slurred speech, red glossy eyes and slow deliberate movements. The driver was arrested
for impaired driving and provided two samples of his breath which registered 250 and 270mg%, over
three times the legal limit. The accused was lodged in cells until a sober adult could take custody of him.
He was released later in the evening with a Promise to Appear in Morden Provincial Court in December
charged with 1 count of impaired driving and 1 count of driving over .08.
October 20th – October 27th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 110
Other Criminal Code (mischief, breach of probation) – 11
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) – 3
Firearms Offences - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 16
24 hour Drivers license Suspension - 1
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident – 1
Traffic Accidents - 1

By-Laws – 2
Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 26
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 48
October 20th, 2014
Police received a call from Ed’s Tire in Morden regarding some suspicious activity at their business.
Suspects had entered a storage area and moved some tires around. According to staff, no tires appeared to
be missing. From there, suspects attended to a house just east of the business and caused some damage to
a gate and a window on a door. Police are continuing their investigation. Anyone with information
regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your
message to CRIMES (274637).
October 20th, 2014
Police issued a warning to a 27 year old male for sending threatening text messages to a female. The male
was advised that any further incidents would result in criminal charges.
October 22nd, 2014
Police received a call to a residence where the occupant heard voices inside the house and confirmed no
one should be there. The caller was advised to stay on the line and police would attend. Police attended
and cleared the residence before speaking with the caller. No evidence was found that anyone had been in
the home. While clearing the residence, police came across a shotgun inside a bedroom which was lying
out in plain view and not secured. Police seized the shotgun from the home and will be continuing their
investigation with the possibility of charges.
October 23rd, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred October 20 th while parked
on 6th Street in Morden. The driver came back to their vehicle around 4:30pm and noticed scratches to the
rear driver’s side fender. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2010 white Buick Lacrosse. Anyone with
information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime
Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text
“TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
October 25th, 2014
At approximately 1:10am, police were on patrol when they observed a suspicious vehicle stopped in the
back lane behind the Access Credit Union in Morden. The vehicle then proceeded onto 9th Street and
circled back around in front of the Credit Union then pulled into the parking lot east of the building.

Police stopped the vehicle and spoke with the driver along with four passengers inside. There was a strong
odor of alcohol as well as marihuana coming from inside the vehicle. The driver was placed on a roadside
screening device and registered a warning. While one of the passengers was exiting the vehicle, a
marihuana pipe fell to the ground by his feet. He immediately tried to pick it up in an effort to hide it from
police. The passenger was arrested for possession of a controlled substance and a subsequent search
found a quantity of marihuana in one of his jacket pockets. A search of the vehicle revealed several pieces
of drug paraphernalia as well as a small quantity of marihuana. A check with police dispatch indicated the
driver was prohibited from driving and was on probation to abstain from the consumption of alcohol. The
22nd year old passenger is on probation and on a recognizance for domestic assault. The driver, who was
from Alberta, was not able to provide a surety to ensure his attendance in Manitoba court. As a result, he
was remanded into custody and transported to the Provincial Remand Centre in Winnipeg.
The 19 year old driver from Alberta is charged with 1 count of possession of a Controlled Substance, 1
count of fail to comply with a probation order and 1 count of drive while disqualified. He will be appearing
in Portage Provincial Court on Monday October 27th. The 22 year old passenger is charged with
possession of a controlled substance, 2 count of breach of probation and 3 counts of breach of
recognizance. He was also remanded into custody and will be appearing in Portage Provincial Court.
October 26th, 2014
Police received a report of a domestic dispute that had just taken place at a residence. The victim came to
police to report that she attended her ex-boyfriend’s residence and got into an argument. The victim
entered the home and began following the accused upstairs at which time the accused turned around and
pushed the victim. The victim then hit the accused and eventually left the residence. Police are continuing
their investigation.

October 14th – October 20th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 62
Theft under $5000.00 – 3
Other Criminal Code (utter threats) – 1
Assault - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 17
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident – 2
Traffic Accidents - 1
By-Laws – 3

Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 16
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 18
October 13th, 2014
Police have charged a 20 year old Morden resident with fail to appear for identification purposes. The
female adult failed to attend the Morden Police Service for the purpose of providing her fingerprints as
part of her release on a Promise to Appear. She will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in
November.
October 13th, 2014
Police were called to the MacDonald’s restaurant in Morden regarding a group of three males who were
being disrespectful and appeared to be under the influence. Police attended and spoke with the youths
who were seated at a table and eating. The group denied causing any problems and was questioned on
their consumption of illegal substances. The group denied having consumed any illegal substances. The
group was warned that their behavior may cause them to be banned from the restaurant.
October 14th, 2014
A youth had her bike stolen from the Maple Leaf School approximately 2 weeks ago. The bike is described
as a purple youth sized mountain bike with gears, white shocks and stickers on the cross bar. Anyone with
information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime
Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text
“TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
October 15th, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a motor vehicle accident at 5 th Street and Wardrop Street in Morden with
possible injuries. Police attended along with Morden Fire & Rescue. A vehicle was south bound on 5th
Street and stopped at the stop sign at Wardrop Street. The driver proceeded through the intersection and
was struck by a second vehicle travelling east bound on Wardrop Street. The driver of this vehicle
apparently failed to stop at the stop sign. Police spoke with the driver of this vehicle and the driver
admitted he was not familiar with Morden and failed to see the stop sign and drove through it. There were
no injuries to any of the occupants of either vehicle. One vehicle required towing from the scene. A 34 year
old driver from Winkler was issued a Provincial Offence Notice for disobeying a traffic control device.
October 15th, 2014
Police received a call from an employee at Tim Horton’s in Morden advising that she received threats from
an ex-friend while at work. The ex-friend was threatening to cause harm to her if she continued to spread
rumors about her. The victim denied spreading any rumors. Police contracted the ex-friend who admitted

approaching the victim but not to making any threats. A warning was issued advising any further
incidents could result in charges.
October 16th, 2014
Police were called to the Travellers Inn in Morden regarding an assault that just occurred. An employee
had requested that a patron leave after he was harassing another patron. When dealing with this
individual, a second person stepped in and was pushed aside by the employee. This person then punched
the employee in the face twice and departed. Police are continuing their investigation with the possibility
of charges.
October 17th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred October 11 th either in the Coop Grocery parking lot or the Super 8 parking lot in Morden. The driver noticed a dent on the driver’s side
front fender. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2013 grey Kia Forte. Anyone with information regarding
this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477,
submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to
CRIMES (274637).
October 17th, 2014
Police received a report of a theft from the Esso Express Mart in Morden. A 13 year old youth had
attended the store and took some vapor cigarettes without paying. The youth then attended the
MacDonald’s Restaurant where he was apprehended. The youth advised that he was forced by friends to
steal the cigarettes. Police are continuing their investigation.
October 17th, 2014
Police conducted a drug awareness presentation for teachers at Morden Collegiate during their
professional development day. The presentation involved characteristics of various substances and their
effect on individuals.
October 19th, 2014
A warning was issued to a person who was sending threatening text messages. The victim’s ex-girlfriend
appeared to be jealous that he was helping another girl move and threatened to get some people to harm
him. The 44 year old female was advised that any further threats would result in criminal charges.

October 6Th – October 14th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 89

Theft under $5000.00 – 2
Other Criminal Code (mischief, breach of probation, breach of undertaking) – 2
Assault - 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 25
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident – 1
Traffic Accidents - 1
By-Laws – 2
Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 18
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 36
October 6th, 2014
Police have charged a 15 year old male with 2 counts of breach of undertaking. The youth was placed on
an undertaking with an officer in charge as a result of a break, enter and theft charge on June 15th, 2014.
The youth was then placed on another undertaking with an officer in charge as a result of an arson charge
on June 17th, 2014. Both undertakings had conditions to abide by a curfew. Police conducted a curfew
check on October 4th and 5th and found the youth was not at home. The youth was arrested on October 6 th
and held in custody at the advice of the Crown Attorney to ensure his appearance the next day in Morden
Provincial Court. He was released on another undertaking with more restrictive conditions.
October 6th, 2014
A bike was stolen from behind the Traveller’s Inn Friday night around 9:30pm. The bike is described as
red with a silver chain and lock attached. The make and model of the bike are unknown. Anyone with
information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime
Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text
“TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
October 7th, 2014
Police received a call of a motor vehicle accident at Thornhill Street and Mountain Street in Morden
involving a car and a tractor trailer. Police arrived on scene and observed a tractor trailer stopped on
Mountain Street in the intersection. A small car was in the turning lane alongside the tractor trailer. The
semi was attempting to make a wide right turn from Mountain Street onto Thornhill Street at the same
time a vehicle was in the turning lane, also turning onto Mountain Street. The car was wedged under the

edge of the trailer. The driver of the car was in the passenger’s seat of the vehicle, shaken up but not
injured. The car was removed from under the trailer using a tow trunk.
October 7th, 2014
Police are asking the public’s assistance with an incident that occurred at the Giant Tiger in Morden. A
patron had been in to the store shopping, paid for her items and left. When she arrived home, she realized
she did not have her purse. Police attended to Giant Tiger and determined from surveillance cameras that
the purse was in the victim’s shopping cart when she left the store. The purse may have been left in the
shopping cart accidentally when the victim loaded her items into the car. The purse is described as brown
in color with a long strap with a debit card, social insurance card and an enhanced driver’s license inside.
Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900,
Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or
text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
October 10th, 2014
Police received several 911 calls regarding a 3 vehicle accident at 6th Street and Thornhill Street in
Morden. Police arrived on scene and observed three vehicles in the one lane with damage to all vehicles. A
vehicle was east bound on Thornhill Street and stopped and waiting to make a left turn onto 6th Street. A
second vehicle came to a stop behind the first vehicle waiting for the first vehicle to turn. A third vehicle
failed to see the vehicle stopped and ran into the back of the second vehicle hard enough to push it into
the first vehicle. One of the drivers of the vehicles received a cut to their hand and other passengers were
shaken up. They were transported to Boundary Trails Health Centre for observation and released. Two of
the vehicles required towing from the scene.
October 12th, 2014
Police received a call around 3:40am regarding 4 males standing outside a residence on Conner Hill Drive
that appeared to be intoxicated and quite loud. Police attended and spoke with the individuals who were
cautioned regarding the noise. One of the individuals was heavily intoxicated and argumentative with
police. The individual became more agitated in speaking with police and was subsequently arrested under
the Intoxicated Persons Detention Act. The 21 year old Morden resident was turned over to a sober adult.
October 12th, 2014
Police received a call from an individual who witnessed someone breaking glass and throwing rocks
against a business in the downtown area. A description of the individual was provided and police caught
up with the individual in the area. The 16 year old youth was holding a large rock in his hand when police
approached him. The youth confirmed he did break a glass that he found on the ground in a parking lot
between two businesses. Police attended the location where the youth was seen and spoke with the
witness. A hydro pole was found with a meter which the glass had been smashed and fallen to the ground.
The witness confirmed the youth was throwing rocks at this pole. The incident was reported to Manitoba
Hydro and will be dealt with through alternative measures.

October 13th, 2014
Police were called to a residence in Morden regarding a domestic dispute. The couple had ended their
relationship approximately 6 months ago, but the male was still living in the basement. The couple got
into a disagreement and before things got out of hand, police were called for assistance. The situation was
mediated and it was decided the male would leave the residence for the night to avoid any further
incidents. There were no reports of threats or assault regarding this incident.

September 29th – October 6th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 71
Theft under $5000.00 – 1
Fraud - 3
Other Criminal Code (mischief, breach of probation, breach of undertaking) – 6
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 8
Drive Impaired - 1
Dangerous Operation of Motor Vehicle - 1
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident – 1
By-Laws – 5
Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 8
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 37
October 1st, 2014
Police have charged a 17 year old Morden youth with breach of undertaking after he failed to comply with
his conditions. The youth was charged in May of 2014 for theft under $5000.00 and trespass at night. He
was released on an undertaking with several conditions, one being to abide by a curfew of 9:00pm to
7:00am daily. A curfew check was conducted by police on October 1 st at 10:00pm and the youth’s mother
confirmed that he was not at home. The youth will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in October.
October 2nd, 2014

Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred September 25 th around
5:00pm in the Care Dental Group parking lot in Morden. The driver returned to their vehicle to find a
dent on the passenger’s side rear bumper. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2013 black Dodge Ram 2500
crew cab truck. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service
at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
October 3rd, 2014
A vehicle travelling south on Route 100 in Morden was observed travelling at a fast rate of speed. The
vehicle was targeted at 85km/hr. in a 50km/hr. zone on laser and continued to increase speed. The car
accelerated and its speed was locked on at 129km/hr. The 24 year old driver was issued a Provincial
Offence Notice for speeding with a fine of $1085.00.
October 6th, 2014
Police have wrapped up another School Safety Enforcement Program sponsored by Manitoba Public
Insurance. The program involved 10 separate dates of enforcement throughout the month of September
where police concentrated their efforts in the various school zones. As a result, 31 offence notices were
issued for various traffic infractions along with 11 warnings. Police will be continuing these and other
enforcement programs throughout the school year.
September 22nd – September 29th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 68
Theft under $5000.00 – 4
Fraud - 1
Other Criminal Code (disturb the peace, harassing phone calls, breach of probation, breach of
recognizance) – 3
Assault - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 10
Drive Impaired - 1
Dangerous Operation of Motor Vehicle - 1
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident – 1
By-Laws – 2

Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 11
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 33
September 22nd, 2014
Police have a Warrant for Arrest for a Dustin Christopher Young of Darlingford for failing to comply with
a Probation Order. Young was charged with failing to comply with conditions of a recognizance, fail to
comply with a probation order and possession of property obtained by crime of a value over $5000.00.
He was placed on probation with one of the conditions to contact a probation officer, which he failed to
do. Anyone with information regarding Young’s whereabouts is asked to call the Morden Police Service at
822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
September 22nd, 2014
Two bikes were stolen outside an apartment late Saturday night or early Sunday morning. The first bike is
described as a grey CCM youth mountain bike. The second bike is a green youth mountain bike with an
LED light on the front. Anyone with information regarding these incidents is asked to call the Morden
Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
September 26th, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a vehicle that lost control in the 400 block of Nelson Street in Morden and
crashed between a couple of houses. Witnesses observed the occupants of the vehicle bolt from the scene
and were last seen headed south on Nelson Street. Police attended and observed skid marks headed in a
north-east direction leading from the middle of Nelson Street up onto a yard and to the south-east of a
residence. The suspect vehicle hit the corner of one house, ran into a car on the driveway and then came to
rest between two homes. Inside the vehicle was an open bottle of liquor on the floor of the rear seat area.
Traffic Accident investigators were called to investigate the scene to determine the speed of the suspect
vehicle. It was determined the vehicle was north bound on Nelson Street and travelling at a fast rate of
speed. The vehicle did not appear to stop at the stop sign on Gilmour Street as evident from marks on the
pavement. An exact speed of the vehicle will be determined once accident investigators have completed
their investigation. Witnesses indicate there were kids playing in the area at the time of this incident and a
young child playing on a driveway across the street. Through investigation, police arrested an 18 year old
Winkler male near the scene who was determined to be the driver of the vehicle. The driver provided
breath samples which were analyzed at 120 and 110 mg%. The driver is charged with dangerous operation
of a motor vehicle, impaired driving, drive over .08, disobey stop sign, drive without driver’s liability
insurance and unlawful transportation of liquor. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in
November.
September 26th, 2014

Police received a 911 call about a male yelling and swearing, stating he was going to kill somebody. Police
attended and located the male in the middle of a back lane yelling. He was very unsteady on his feet and
could barely communicate with police. The male was arrested under the Intoxicated Persons Detention
Act and transported to cells. While dealing with the suspect, he indicated he had thoughts of harming
himself. He was lodged in cells overnight until sober and transported for an assessment to Boundary
Trails Health Centre in the morning.
September 27th, 2014
Police received a call at around 5:00am of a male inside a home who was refusing to leave and was
causing problems. Police attended and spoke with a group of individuals who had called. The suspect was
located inside the house and indicated he was from Nanaimo, British Columbia. He was cooperative with
police at the time and was provided a ride to a place where he was staying. There was no report of any
offences occurring and therefore there were no charges as a result of this incident.
September 27th, 2014
Police would like to advise the public of a telephone scam that was recently reported. The victim advised
that they received an automated recording from someone reporting to be from the Royal Bank of Canada
(RBC). The victim proceeded through instructions and the prompts that were provided. They eventually
spoke to a female with an accent who advised of a reduction on interest rates for her RBC Visa card
through the Federal Government’s Financial Stimulus Package. The call sounded legitimate and the caller
even had the victim’s Visa number, date of birth and account balance. The caller requested the three-digit
security code off the back of the victim’s credit card to initiate the interest reduction. The victim found this
suspicious and contacted RBC who advised that this was definitely a scam. Anyone with similar incidents
is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900.
September 28th, 2014
At around 6:30am, police received a call from ambulance dispatch regarding an adult male with
lacerations to his face that appeared suspicious. The male was currently at Tim Hortons in Morden but
police were currently on another call. Police later attended to Boundary Trails Health Centre where the
victim was being treated by hospital staff. The victim complained of neck and back pain and had some
scrapes and cuts to his face. He advised that he had been drinking the evening before but cannot
remember anything past around 8:00pm the night before. The victim advised that he often blacks out
when he drinks and all he remembers was waking up at the bottom of the Dead Horse Creek soaking wet.
The victim was treated and kept in hospital for observation. The 34 year old victim from Kelowna, British
Columbia was not able to provide any further details or explanation for blacking out or what happened
prior to police involvement.
September 28h, 2014
Police received a second ambulance dispatch, also around 6:30am, to a male who had apparently
consumed several pills. Police located the victim sitting on a curb. The male had a strong odor of liquor on
his breath but was conscious and breathing normal. He had an injury to his hand which he claimed was

self-inflicted. The victim was transported to Boundary Trails Health Centre for treatment and kept for
observation.
September 15th – September 22nd, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 99
Theft of Motor Vehicle - 1
Theft under $5000.00 – 1
Fraud - 1
Other Criminal Code (mischief, breach of recognizance, breach of probation, utter threats) – 7
Assault - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 24
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident – 1
By-Laws – 1
Traffic Accidents - 1
Assist General Public (missing person, emergency hang-up, fingerprints, suspicious persons) - 22
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 39
September 15th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred August 29 th around 10:30am
in the Co-op Grocery parking lot in Morden. The driver returned to their vehicle to find a dent above the
rear wheel well on the driver’s side. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2012 grey Honda Odyssey van.
Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900,
Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or
text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
September 15th, 2014
Police received a report of a stolen vehicle from Morden that occurred this past Friday. The caller advised
that he lent his vehicle out to a person who was to return it that same afternoon. The owner had
attempted to contact that person but three days later, he still had not heard from him. Police entered the
vehicle on the Canadian Police Information Centre database and the vehicle was checked by the Winnipeg

Police Service on September 17th. The driver of the vehicle was arrested and released on a Promise to
Appear in Morden Provincial Court in October. The vehicle was seized and will be returned to the owner.
September 18th, 2014
Police were on patrol when they came across a motor vehicle accident at the intersection of Thornhill
Street and Route 100 in Morden. A vehicle was pulling a trailer north on Route 100 attempting to turn
east onto Thornhill Street when the trailer caught the traffic light standard. The light standard was
knocked over and lying in the south-east ditch. Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation was
contacted to repair the lights. No one was injured as a result of the accident.
September 18th, 2014
An iphone was turned into police that was found on 7th Street in Morden. Anyone missing an iphone is
asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900.
September 19th, 2014
A red and black girl’s mountain bike was turned in to police, found by Computer Remedies in Morden.
Anyone missing a bike matching this description is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900.
September 21st, 2014
Police have charged a 20 year old male from Thornhill with Breach of Recognizance. Morden Police
Service was on patrol and observed a vehicle known to police parked by a residence belonging to a person
that was not to have any contact or communication with the other person. Police attended the residence
and asked to speak with the accused. The accused came to the door and was arrested for breach of
recognizance. He was released on a Promise to Appear in Morden Provincial Court in October.

September 8th – September 15th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 99
Theft under $5000.00 – 2
Other Criminal Code (fail to attend, harassment, breach of undertaking, breach of probation, obstruct
police officer) – 5
Dangerous Operation of Motor Vehicle – 1
Impaired Driving - 1
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) – 1

Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 23
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident – 1
Liquor & Gaming Control Act - 3
By-Laws - 1
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, domestic dispute, fingerprints) - 20
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 41
September 9th, 2014
Police received a report of a stolen bicycle from Athens Bay in Morden. The bike is described as a white
and lime green youth mountain bike with “Journey” written on the gears. Anyone with information on the
whereabouts of this bike is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1800-222-8477.
September 12th, 2014
Morden Police Service conducted another School Safety Enforcement Program this date. Police issued a
total of 4 tickets in school zones including drive while disqualified, drive an unregistered vehicle, fail to
produce license and attach unauthorized number plates. Two warnings were issued; one for speeding and
one for fail to stop at a red light.
September 12th, 2014
Police have a Warrant for Arrest for Melissa Ann Martens of Morden. Martens was charged for Assault in
February 2014 and issued a Promise to Appear in Morden Provincial Court in March. The matter was
remanded several times until September 9th when Martens failed to attend court. Anyone with
information regarding Martens’ whereabouts is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
September 13th, 2014
Police have charged a 28 year old female from Morden for assault with a weapon following a domestic
incident. Police were called to a residence around 12:07am in regards to a couple fighting and the male
was bleeding. Police arrived and spoke with the victim who had a cut on the palm of his hand. He advised
that he and his girlfriend were arguing when she picked up a bottle, smashed it, and took a swing at him
with it. The victim lifted his hand to protect himself and as a result, his hand was cut. Police arrested the
accused and released her on a Promise to Appear in Morden Provincial Court in October.
September 13th, 2014

Police were conducting a Manitoba Public Insurance checkstop at 1st Street and Thornhill Street in
Morden. A vehicle was waved into the checkstop and while speaking with the driver, police observed a
small zip lock baggie with some marihuana as well as grinder in the centre console. Police seized the
marihuana and grinder and issued the 22 year old driver with a warning for possession of a controlled
substance.
September 13th, 2014
Police had opportunity to stop a vehicle travelling east on Stephen Street that was observed weaving in its
lane. The vehicle turned south onto 10th Street and came to a stop. Police approached the vehicle and
spoke with the driver who was known to police. Police addressed the driver by name at which time the
driver placed the vehicle into gear and quickly accelerated away from the police. Police pursued the
vehicle that had turned onto North Railway Street travelling east at a high rate of speed. The vehicle failed
to stop at four stop signs during the process and reached speeds in excess of 100km/hr. in a 50km/hr.
zone. The vehicle was approaching the intersection of 5 th Street when it applied its brakes and slid to a
stop. The driver then exited the vehicle and began to run around a house and into a back alley. As the
suspect was running west bound down the alley, PSD Chase was deployed and engaged the suspect taking
him down to the ground. Officers subdued the suspect on the ground, but he continued to resist and was
still attempting to flee. The suspect was eventually handcuffed and brought under control. The suspect
had a strong odor of liquor on his breath and heavily intoxicated. The accused was transported to the
Police Service but refused to provide sample of his breath for analysis. The 33 year old Calgary resident is
charged with impaired driving, refuse to provide breath sample, flight from police, dangerous driving,
resist arrest, drive prohibited, breach of probation and drive while disqualified. He was remanded into
custody and held until his court appearance in Portage La Prairie on September 15th.
September 14th, 2014
Police received a call at 1:13am of a male lying on Mountain Street near Alvey Street in Morden. Police
attended the location and found an 18 year old male lying on the boulevard with his feet hanging over the
curb. The intoxicated male was woken up, transported home and turned over to a parent.
September 14th, 2014
Police received a call around 1:25am from a driver who was travelling east into Morden and came across a
group of individuals walking all over the highway by Buhler Drive. The caller advised that he almost hit
the group and thought it was dangerous for them to be out there. Police attended and located a group
walking by the Co-op Grocery store. As police approached, they observed one female in the group throw
an open can of beer to the side. A second male was carrying an open case of beer and holding an open can
of beer. The female youth was charged with consuming liquor as a minor and the adult male was charged
with consuming liquor in a public place.
September 14th, 2014
Around 2:10am, police were on patrol and observed a group of individuals pushing and shoving outside
Rock’s Bar & Grill. Police intervened and started to break up the crowd at which time they were

approached by a heavily intoxicated male who kept telling police they were not doing their job. The
individual was advised to leave but attempted to interfere three separate times and then began swearing
at police. The individual was given numerous opportunities to leave but refused. He was arrested under
the Intoxicated Persons Detention Act and lodged in cells overnight until sober. He was released in the
morning and charged with disorderly conduct in or around a licensed premise.

September 1st – September 8th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 79
Theft under $5000.00 – 1
Assaults - 3
Other Criminal Code (trespass at night, harassing phone calls, breach of undertaking) – 3
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) – 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 17
Fail to Stop or Remain after accident - 1
By-Laws - 5
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, domestic dispute, fingerprints) - 10
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 38
September 1st, 2014
Police received a call at 4:10am from a resident of Morden advising that she thought there was someone in
her house. Police attended and spoke with the homeowner who had heard voices outside her window and
thought that they were inside her home. Suspects rang her doorbell at one point but she did not answer it.
Police searched the area with negative results.
September 2nd, 2014
Police received a call from a female reporting that she was sitting in her vehicle in the Royal Bank parking
lot in Morden when she was approached by a male who she knew. They started to have a conversation
when a female approached the vehicle as well and started punching the victim in the side of the head
several times. The victim tried to push the female away but she continued punching. Eventually, the
female left and drove off with the male. The victim knew the accused and thought this was due to an

incident that occurred at a party they were both at. As a result, a 20 year old Morden resident is charged
with one count of assault causing bodily harm and will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in
October.
September 2nd, 2014
Police were called to the McDonald`s restaurant in Morden regarding an individual who was
uncooperative with the employees. The 20 year old Morden resident attends the restaurant frequently and
sits for long periods of time using the wireless connection. The accused was asked to limit his time in the
restaurant at which time the suspect started to swear at staff and walked out. Police spoke with the
individual who was issued a warning for causing a disturbance at the request of the manager.
September 5th, 2014
The Morden Police Service has begun its School Safety Enforcement Program once again for the new
school year. The program is funded by Manitoba Public Insurance that pays for additional officers to
patrol the school zones during the school day. The purpose of this program was to enhance the presence
of officers already in and around the school zones to detect infractions – particularly infractions related to
school buses and school zones (such as passing stopped school buses, failing to yield right of way to
pedestrians at marked corridors, passing vehicles stopped for pedestrians, distracted driving offences,
failure to wear a seatbelt and speeding). Police issued a total of 6 tickets this date in school zones
including 2 charges for using a cellular telephone or other hand-operated electronic device while driving
and 4 charges for speeding in the new 30km/hr. school zones. Police will be participating in this program
at various times throughout the school year.
September 6th, 2014
Police had authority to stop a vehicle to search a person and the vehicle as a result of Project Denver. Part
of the conditions of release for the accused was that he was to submit to a search of his person and any
vehicle he was in at anytime. The accused individual did not have any illegal substances on him but two
females in the vehicle were in possession of a small quantity of marihuana. A 27 year old and 34 year old
female from Morden were issued a warning for possession of a controlled substance.

Friendly Reminders for Back to School
Another school year is upon us and with that, The Morden Police Service would like to remind the public
that streets will be getting busy with students on their way to and from school. Drivers should be aware of
the pedestrian crosswalks and corridors and be prepared to stop. It is not recommended that drivers stop
in the middle of the street/highway to allow pedestrians to cross at uncontrolled intersections. Although
this might seem like a courteous gesture, this can cause more of a hazard as other drivers may not be
aware that someone is crossing. Pedestrians also have a responsibility to allow drivers adequate time to
stop. Before stepping off the curb and into the intersection, ensure that traffic sees you and will be able to
stop.

Be aware of school buses preparing to stop as well. Motorists are required to stop when the emergency
lights on school buses are activated, both following and approaching school buses. Drivers are reminded
that they are to stop no less than 5 metres from the school bus when its lights are activated and remain
stopped until the lights are shut off. One must wait until the emergency lights are deactivated before
travel may be resumed.
This is the first year with the new Reduced Speed School Zones around our schools. Speeds have been
reduced from 50km/hr. to 30km/hr. in and around most schools within Morden. The areas of reduced
speed are well marked and will be enforced from September-June, Monday to Friday, 8:00am-5:00pm.
The reason for reducing speeds around the schools is obviously to make things safer. Reduced speeds
allows for quicker reaction times by drivers. In addition to the regular patrols in and around the schools,
Morden Police Service will once again be participating in the School Safety Enforcement Program
sponsored by Manitoba Public Insurance. The purpose of this program is to enhance the presence of
officers already in and around the school zones to detect infractions – particularly infractions related to
school buses and school zones (such as passing stopped school buses, failing to yield right of way to
pedestrians at marked corridors, passing vehicles stopped for pedestrians, distracted driving offences,
failure to wear a seatbelt and speeding).
Parents are asked to avoid stopping in the middle of the streets or double-parking when dropping their
children off at the schools. This creates a hazard for both your child and the motorist when vehicles are
stopping in the middle of the roadway and students having to walk through traffic and parked vehicles.
There is student drop off zones by Ecole Morden Middle School on 4 th Street on both the east and west
sides in signed areas. Students walking or cycling are to obey the traffic laws as well. Cyclists must stop at
the stop signs and use hand signals so motorists know which way they are turning. Please cycle in single
file along the right hand curb and allow vehicles stopping distance before crossing the roadway. Students
walking to and from school must use the sidewalks where available to avoid vehicles having to drive
around them.
A reminder of the bicycle helmet law requiring children under 18 years of age to wear an approved bicycle
helmet when operating a bicycle, as a passenger on a bicycle, or when riding in a trailer attached to a
bicycle. Parents of children under the age of 14 are responsible and could be penalized for their child’s
failure to comply; the parent or guardian who knowingly allows their child to ride without a bicycle
helmet may be ticketed. Youth between the ages of 14-18 may be fined directly. The fine for failing to wear
a bicycle helmet is $63.10.
August 25th – September 1st, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 50
Other Criminal Code (mischief, trespass at night, annoying phone calls, breach of probation) – 4
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) – 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 4

Fail to Stop or Remain after accident - 1
Liquor and Gaming Control Act – 1
By-Laws - 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, domestic dispute, fingerprints) - 11
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 25
August 25th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred July 25 th while parked in the
north parking lot of the Morden Motor Inn. The driver came out to their vehicle to find damage to the
driver’s front fender. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2013 blue Ford F150 Supercab. Anyone with
information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
August 25th, 2014
Police have charged a 23 year old Winkler resident with breach of probation. The accused was charged
with Fraud and was placed on probation with conditions to complete 20 hours of community service
work. The accused completed only 11 hours of his service work, failing to complete the remaining 9 hours.
The accused will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in September.
August 29th, 2014
Police were flagged down by a group outside the Travellers Inn advising that a VLT machine was damaged
inside by an individual who just left walking down the street. Police caught up with the individual who
matched the description provided and was advised of the complaint. The individual admitted to punching
the VLT machine and would be willing to pay for damages. Police spoke with witnesses who advised that
the accused punched the machine twice and then a group of his friends came over and took pictures and
were laughing. Police spoke with the owner who advised of the cost to repair the machine. The accused
immediately paid for damages which the owner was happy with and declined to proceed with charges.
August 29th, 2014
Police were called to a disturbance on Alvey Street in Morden. The victim was driving in his vehicle and
was in the process of turning around when another vehicle pulled up and attempted to block him on the
street. The victim managed to drive around and stopped at a residence down the street. The suspect
followed the victim, got out of his vehicle and approached the victim wanting to fight. Some words were
exchanged and eventually the suspect drove off. There was no further action required and no charges as a
result of this incident.

August 29th, 2014
While on general patrol, police observed two individuals sitting on a bench in the Morden Park. Police
drove through the park and observed the one female individual quickly move something into her purse.
Police approached the two and asked what it was they were trying to hide. Police were told it was a pack of
cigarettes but a strong odor of marihuana could be detected. The two eventually admitted to smoking
marihuana and to be in possession of a small quantity. Police seized a very small quantity of marihuana
and some drug paraphernalia. The two were issued warnings for possession of a controlled substance. The
parents of both individuals were contacted and advised.
August 29th, 2014
Police had opportunity to speak with an individual walking along Wardrop Street who was known to be in
possession of illegal substances. Police asked the individual if he had anything illegal on him and the
suspect immediately turned over two baggies with marihuana. Back on August 16 th, police found this same
individual in possession of marihuana and claimed to have a marihuana medical card. The card that the
individual produced then was expired in 2012. Today, this individual claimed to have a valid medical card
however did not have it with him. The 41 year old Morden resident was charged with possession of a
controlled substance and will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in September.
August 30th, 2014
Police received a 911 call to the Travellers Inn from an individual claiming there were six individuals
wanting to hurt him. Police attended and met with the caller as well as staff. Staff advised that the caller
was asked to leave the bar for grabbing a waitresses arm when she tried to take a drink away from him.
The individual snuck back into the bar and was removed by staff and a patron. The suspect then punched
the patron in the face as he was attempting to help the staff. The 32 year old Morden resident was arrested
and charged with being disorderly in a licensed premise. The victim declined to pursue criminal charges
against the suspect for assault.
August 30th, 2014
Police were called to McDonald`s in Morden regarding a group of 6 males that entered the restaurant and
were causing a disturbance. The group was very loud and causing problems with the employees. As they
were leaving the restaurant, they tipped over some chairs and were swearing at the staff. Police issued
warnings to the group for causing a disturbance as per the request of the restaurant.
August 11- August 25, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 183
Theft Under $5000 -5
Frauds – 1

Other Criminal Code (fail to attend court, Mischief, breach of undertaking, breach of probation,
Disturb Peace, Mischief Under) – 17
Cannibas Possession - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) -20
Fail to Stop or Remain after Accident. -3
Municipal By-Laws (Parking, Noise, Barking Dogs) - 11
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, fingerprints, emergency hang-up) - 35
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
False Alarms, Intoxicated Persons, Mental Health Act) – 70
August 16, 2014
Police attended a two vehicle accident at corner of 7th and Thornhill. A westbound SUV attempted to turn
south onto 7th street and failed to see the oncoming passenger car. Drivers did not require medical
treatment. The SUV needed to be towed due to extensive damage.
August 16, 2013
Police were conducting a walk through at a local bar. While walking past a patron officer noted a strong
smell of marijuana. The individual was detained . A quantity of marijuana was seized off his person. The
individual produced a expired possession card to be legally entitled to possess marijuana for personal use.
The card was expired two years ago. The accused was cautioned and signed a relinquishment form and the
drugs were seized and later destroyed.
A driver with a heavy foot was stopped going 103KM/H in a 70KM/H zone leaving Morden on the east
end of the city. The driver was issued a speeding ticket with a fine of $482. Motorists are reminded speed
increase or decrease are to occur at the speed signs indicating same. This area is currently under
construction. Had the construction signs been up at the time the fine would have been almost $1000.
Police received a call from a resident on Nelson street in Morden. Sometime during the night person(s)
entered her unlocked vehicle in the driveway and stole her purse containing a large quantity of cash. Over
$4000 was in her purse. Mostly in $100 and $50 bills. Anyone with information on this theft is asked to
call Morden Police Service or Crimestoppers.
A driver was observed leaving a parking lot in the evening with no headlights on and no front licence
plate. The driver was pulled over. The driver recently purchased the vehicle and produced a bill of sale. It
was beyond the 7 days to be using the old plates. The driver was found to be suspended from driving
indefinetly. The vehicle was impounded and the driver charged for Drive Suspended.

August 19, 2014
Police received a call from a witness in Morden Park about a male and female spray painting a garbage
dumpster and the picnic shelter. Police attended area and arrested a youth female and adult male.
Fortunatly for them the spray paint was chalk based. The two were given time to remove the spray
painting graffiti and no damage was done. Both were given police caution as a result of their actions.
August 22, 2014
As a result of Project DENVER a couple of the accused were released with strict conditions. One
individual was given curfew conditions to reside at a specific residence. Police conducted a curfew check
and found the individual was not home and had never stayed at the residence. As a result police located
the individual and he was arrested. He was remanded into custody and taken to the Provincial Remand in
Winnipeg for a court appearance Monday August 25, 2014.

Morden Corn and Apple Festival 2014
Police report a slower than usual festival weekend compared to other years. This is due in large part to the
rainfall. Numerous reports of lost people, noise complaints, lost and found property and liquor related
offences.
Police attended to numerous fights in the early morning hours Saturday and Sunday over the weekend
due to intoxicated individuals. Most were separated and sent on their way. A few that were still
uncooperative when police attended were charged with Being disorderly in or near a licensed premises.
On Friday night, as police were attending a licensed establishment dispursing the crowd a vehicle drove
through the crowd narrowly missing one officer. Police pursued the vehicle and found the driver to be
intoxicated. He was subsequently arrested and brought to the Morden Police Service to obtain breath
samples. The individual gave samples of 190 and 200 milligrams of alcohol in 100 millilitres of blood.
This is 2.5 times the legal limit. He was charged with Impaired Driving and Drive over .08 and given a
court date later in September.
A person reported his Iphone 4S cell phone lost. He was able to activate the find my phone app on his
phone. It was traced to an area of Heritage Bay in Winkler. The phone battery then died. Police were not
able to track the phone any further. If the person that has this phone would return it to a local police
service the owner would appreciate this.
Police received a complaint of two missing youth from Carman that may be in Morden. Police located the
two youth on Saturday around noon. They were subsequently returned to family members.
A witness observed what they believed to be an impaired driver leaving Morden and travelling eastbound.
Police notified Winkler Police. They were able to intercept the driver as they entered Winkler and
continue the investigation.

The early morning hours of Sunday police received a report of people removing tent pegs from an event
tent set up in Morden Park. Police attended and found the individuals responsible. They were made to
replace the property they disturbed.
Police were called to Shoppers Drug Mart parking lot. A witness seen a vehicle hit another and drive away.
Police located the suspect vehicle now parked at the Morden Friendship centre parking lot. Particulars
were exchanged so the owners could make an insurance report.
August 4th – August 11th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 83
Theft under $5000.00 - 2
Fraud - 1
Other Criminal Code (mischief, breach of probation) – 4
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana, Trafficking Cocaine) – 10
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 6
Liquor and Gaming Control Act – 3
By-Laws - 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 17
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 38
August 4th, 2014
Police observed a vehicle make a wide turn onto Mountain Street, crossing over the centre line. Police
followed the vehicle and observed it to be weaving in its lane. The vehicle was stopped and the driver was
approached. An open container of beer was observed inside the vehicle and the driver had an odor of
liquor on his breath. A roadside screening demand was made and the driver registered a warning. The
driver was a novice driver and was restricted to zero blood alcohol concentration. The driver was issued a
24 hour suspension of his driver’s license as well as a Provincial offence notice for operating a motor
vehicle with alcohol in the blood. The passenger was charged with possession or consumption of liquor as
a minor under the Liquor and Gaming Control Act.
August 4th, 2014

Police have charged a 17 year old female youth with breach of probation for failing to report to a probation
officer. The youth was charged with 2 counts of assault and 2 counts of fail to attend court and
subsequently was placed on probation for those offences. One the conditions of the probation was to
report to a probably officer. The youth will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in September.
August 6th, 2014
A white Reebok mountain bike was stolen from a residence on Mountain Street south in Morden. The bike
was leaning up against the side of the house and was taken sometime overnight. Anyone with information
regarding this incident or the whereabouts of this bike is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 8224900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com
or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
August 8th, 2014
Police received a call of a female that was lying on the walking path between Northwood Street and the
Dunston Village Trailer Court in Morden. Police attended and found the female being assisted by another
person. The female on the ground showed signs of intoxication and was difficult to understand when she
was able to speak. Due to medical concerns, an ambulance was dispatched. Paramedics attended and the
female was transported to Boundary Trails Health Centre for further observation. After being examined
and cleared medically, police received a call that the female was being combative and uncooperative with
hospital staff. The female was transported and lodged in police cells overnight until sober. She was
released without charges.
August 9th, 2014
Police were called to Rocks Bar & Grill to deal with an intoxicated male who was a causing a disturbance
and refusing to leave. Police attended and were advised by staff that the man had left and walked west to
his room across the street. As police were talking to the hotel staff, a crashing noise was heard and a male
was observed walking and pacing in front of a hotel room. As police drove over to the location, the male
began walking back towards the hotel with a plastic chair in hand, swinging it around. Police stopped the
individual and had him drop the chair. He was arrested under the Intoxicated Persons Detention Act and
lodged in cells overnight until sober. He was released without charges.
July 21St – July 28th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 72
Theft under $5000.00 - 2
Assault - 2
Fraud - 4
Other Criminal Code (mischief, breach of recognizance) – 3

Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain – 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 8
Traffic Accidents - 2
Liquor and Gaming Control Act - 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 13
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 34
July 22nd, 2014
Police were on general patrol when they came across a motor vehicle accident at the corner of Thornhill
Street and Route 100. A vehicle was travelling east bound on Thornhill Street approaching the
intersection when the traffic light turned red. The vehicle continued through the intersection at the same
time a second vehicle turned off of 1st street east onto Thornhill Street. The two vehicles collided but there
were no injuries.
July 22nd, 2014
Police received a call of a possible domestic disturbance at a residence on Thornhill Street where yelling
and screaming could be heard. Police attended and spoke with the occupants of the home. The dispute
was between a mother and her son which involved a lot of yelling. There was a disagreement which led to
the incident but no assaults or threats occurred. Police mediated the situation to ensure there would be no
further issues and waited until one of the parties departed.
July 23rd, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a motor vehicle accident at the corner of Thornhill Street and Route 100. A car
was travelling north on Route 100 and approached the intersection in the curb lane to make a right turn
east on onto Thornhill Street. A semi and trailer was beside the car in the median lane and was also
executing a right turn east onto Thornhill Street from this lane due to the length of the semi and trailer.
The semi driver failed to see the vehicle in the curb lane and began its turn, contacting the car and
pushing it up onto the curb and partially in the ditch. The driver of the car was able to exit the vehicle and
did not sustain any injuries.
July 23rd, 2014
Police received a call from the Lake Minnewasta Campground advising that a group of youths had stolen
part of the dock located at the beach and taken it across the lake. The youth then climbed the water tower

and where currently at the top of it. Police attended to the water tower, located inside a fenced and well
marked compound, prohibiting trespassing. Police observed three youth on top of the water tower and
one on the ground. The four youth were arrested for theft and trespassing. Police are continuing their
investigation with charges to follow.
July 25th, 2014
Police received an anonymous call of some people lurking around the building of Ron’s Custom Stucco on
Hwy.#3 near Colert Beach Road. Police attended to find three youth, ages 15-17. While speaking with the
youth and obtaining identification, police observed one of the youth attempt to hide something in the
centre console of their vehicle. Police seized a small plastic bag with two marihuana pipes and a small
amount of marihuana inside a pill bottle. All youth were issued warnings for possession of a controlled
substance and their parents were advised.
July 26th, 2014
Police received a call of a set of license plates stolen off a vehicle in Morden. Through investigation, it was
learned that a vehicle was checked in Saskatchewan this same afternoon with these stolen plates. The
vehicle was stopped near Weyburn, Saskatchewan and was being investigated for impaired driving, flight
from police and numerous other driving offences. Police are continuing their investigation.
July 28th, 2014
Morden Police Service held another MPI Roadwatch Checkstop July 19 th. 335 vehicles were checked
resulting in the following:
1 – 24 hour drivers license suspension
1 – Impaired Driving charge (110mg%)
4 – Highway Traffic Act charges
2 – Liquor and Gaming Control Act charges (liquor in a motor vehicle)

July 14th – July 21st, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 95
Break & Enter (businesses) - 2
Assault (common, sexual) - 3
Fraud - 3

Other Criminal Code (mischief, fail to attend court) – 11
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession, cocaine) – 1
By-Laws – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain – 4
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 17
Impaired Driving – 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 14
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 37
July 15th, 2014
Police are investigating a break, enter and theft at BSI Insurance Brokers in Morden that occurred
sometime overnight. Suspects entered the building through a door and removed a quantity of money from
inside. A business next to BSI Insurance, formerly Bean & Barley Bistro, was also entered but does not
appear anything was taken. Police are continuing their investigation and ask anyone with information
regarding these incidents to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-2228477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your
message to CRIMES (274637).
July 15th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred July 10 th in the Co-op
Grocery parking lot in Morden around 5:00pm. The driver returned to their vehicle to find a large dent
and scratches along the passenger’s side of the vehicle. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2006 red GMC
Sierra. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 8224900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com
or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
July 17th, 2014
Morden Police Service has a Warrant for Arrest for Romeo Christopher Morris MILES of Morden. The
accused failed to attend court on June 27th, 2014 on charges of failing to comply with conditions of an
undertaking. Anyone with information regarding MILES’ whereabouts is asked to call the Morden Police
Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
July 17th, 2014

Police have a Warrant for Arrest for Tyler Joseph MYERION of Winnipeg. The accused failed to attend
court on July 15th, 2014 on charges of failing to comply with conditions of an undertaking. Anyone with
information regarding Myerion’s whereabouts is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900,
Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or
text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
July 18th, 2014
A 16 year old male faces 2 charges of failing to comply with a probation order for failing to report to a
youth worker. The youth is currently in custody and will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in July.
July 19th, 2014
While on general patrol westbound on North Railway Street in Morden, a vehicle travelling east on North
Railway Street honked their horn at police. Police turned around and followed the vehicle that was now
travelling north on 7th Street and noted the vehicle speeds to be in excess of 60km/hr. Emergency lights
were activated and the vehicle was stopped. Police spoke with the driver who had a strong odor of liquor
on his breath and slurred speech. The driver was asked to step out of his vehicle and was noted to be
unsteady on his feet. The driver was arrested for impaired driving and transported to obtain breath
samples. Two samples of the driver’s breath were analyzed at 190mg% and 170mg%. The 29 year old
Altamont resident is charged with impaired driving and driving over .08. He will be appearing in Morden
Provincial Court in August.
July 20th, 2014
Police were travelling west on North Railway Street in Morden when they observed a vehicle travelling in
the centre of the roadway. Police stopped the vehicle and spoke with the driver who had an odor of liquor
on her breath. The driver indicated that she had just one drink but failed a roadside screening test. The
driver was arrested for impaired driving and provided subsequent samples of her breath that were
analyzed at 110mg%. The 47 year old Morden resident is charged with driving impaired and driving over
.08. She will be appearing Morden Provincial Court in August.

July 7th – July 14th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 77
Theft under $5000.00 (shoplifting, other thefts) – 3
Fraud - 1
Other Criminal Code (mischief, fail to attend court) – 5
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) – 1

By-Laws – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain – 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 12
Traffic Accidents - 1
Liquor Offences – 1
Impaired Driving – 1
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 20
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 30
July 7th, 2014
Police received a report of a break in to a garage on 14th Street in Morden. The garage had a padlock used
to secure the door which was pried off and lying on the ground. This is the third time this garage has been
entered, with suspects accessing a freezer and removing food items. This time it appears as though
nothing was missing. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police
Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
July 9th, 2014
Police were on general patrol when they observed a dirt bike travelling north bound on Mountain Street
accelerating and lifting the front wheel off the ground. The bike was observed to have no plates on it.
Police stopped the bike which had no license plate and determined it was being operated by a 15 year old
youth with no driver’s license. The youth was charged with operate an off road vehicle directly across a
roadway and shoulder without a valid driver’s license under the Off Road Vehicles Act.
July 9th, 2014
Police were on general patrol when they observed a vehicle being operated with a faulty tail light. The
vehicle was stopped and the driver was observed to have an odor of liquor on his breath as well as an odor
of marihuana within the vehicle. The driver was issued a roadside screening test which resulted in a
reading of .45mg%. The driver had a zero blood alcohol content restriction on his license until October
2014 and was subsequently issued a 24 hour suspension of his driver’s license. The 20 year old passenger
in the vehicle turned over some drug paraphernalia that he had under the front seat. He was issued a
verbal warning for possession of a controlled substance.
July 10th, 2014

Police received a call at approximately 2:45am this date of a vehicle that just left the Morden campground
with a driver who was impaired. The witness advised the driver was drinking all day and just drove off in a
vehicle. Police patrolled but could not locate the vehicle. A short time later, police received another call
that the vehicle was now back at the campground. Police attended and located the driver who showed
signs of impairment including a strong odor of liquor, red eyes and slurred speech. He was arrested for
impaired driving and transported for further tests. Two breath tests were obtained from the driver and
analyzed at 110 and 90mg%. The 39 year old Morden resident is charged with driving impaired and
driving over .08. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in August.
July 11th, 2014
Morden Police Service has a Warrant for Arrest for a Roy Alexander Heide of Killarney, Manitoba. Back
on June 7th, Heide was charged with driving impaired, driving over .08, drive disqualified, drive an
unregistered vehicle, drive suspended and carry liquor in a vehicle contrary to the Liquor and Gaming
Control Act. The accused was remanded into custody due to previous charges and transported to the
Winnipeg Remand Centre. He appeared in Winnipeg Provincial Court and was released on his own
Recognizance but failed to appear on his next court date. As a result, a Warrant for Arrest was issued.
Anyone with information regarding Heide’s whereabouts is asked to call the Morden Police Service at
822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).

July 2nd, 2014
Three Morden youth are facing charges of arson following at incident at the Christian Life Centre church
on 1st Street in Morden. On June 10th, Morden Police Service received a 911 call of a fire at the Christian
Life Centre in Morden. Police attended to find a garage at the north side of the church on fire. There was
some wood and cardboard piled up against the building that appeared to have been ignited. Through
investigation, police were able to determine that three youth were at the scene at the time of this incident.
The youth were questioned and admitted to starting the fire. They then tried to put the fire out but were
unsuccessful. The total estimate of damage is yet to be determined. The three youth, ages 14 and 15, will
be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in July.

June 16th – June 23rd, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 99
Break & Enter - 1
Theft of Motor Vehicle – 1
Theft under $5000.00 – 3

Fraud - 1
Assault - 1
Other Criminal Code (mischief, disturb the peace, fail to attend court, breach probation) – 5
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) – 1
By-Laws – 4
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 13
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 20
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 49
June 16th, 2014
A 15 year old female youth has been charged with 2 counts of breach of probation for failing to comply
with conditions of a probation order. The youth was placed on probation in November of 2013 for taking a
motor vehicle without the owner’s consent. The youth was to report to a probation officer and complete a
number of hours of community service work but failed to do so. The youth was served a summons and will
be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in July.
June 16th, 2014
Police are investigating a report of fraud that occurred at the Access Credit Union in Morden. Police
received a complaint that a male attended the ATM at the Morden location on June 5 th and deposited an
empty envelope to his account, claiming there to be a specified amount of money inside. The male then
immediately withdrew this same amount from his account. Police are continuing their investigation.
June 18th, 2014
Police received a report of a stolen vehicle that occurred in Morden sometime overnight. The victim
parked his 1997 white GMC truck in the parking lot of 221 Mountain Street in Morden around 9:30pm
and noticed the vehicle gone around 11:00am this date. Through investigation, it was learned the vehicle
was checked by Portage RCMP earlier as the vehicle was found abandoned in the area. The ignition was
tampered with and the vehicle was seized by police for forensic examination. Police are continuing their
investigation.
June 18th, 2014
Police have a Warrant for Arrest for a Vincent Shawn Reimer of Manitou for failing to attend court on
June 17th. Reimer had been arrested and charged in March for impaired driving, fail to comply with a

breath demand, drive carelessly, fail to remain at the scene of an accident and exchange particulars and
carry liquor in a vehicle contrary to the Liquor Control Act. The matter was remanded to June 17th but the
accused failed to attend.
June 18th, 2014
Police are investigating a report of theft from Velocity - Epic Board and Apparel in Morden. Police were
advised that on June 16th, a male and female attended the store and tried on several items of clothing.
Later, the tags from several items were found hidden within the store and the items of clothing from these
tags were missing. Police are continuing their investigation.
June 19th, 2014
Police received a report of mischief to a vehicle that occurred sometime May 29th or 30th while parked at
the Youth Drop in Centre in Morden. The owner advised that she was working at the centre between
7:00pm and midnight these two days and later noticed damage to the trunk of her car. It appeared that
someone “keyed” the trunk of her vehicle, leaving a scrape about 2 feet long. The vehicle is a 2009 blue
Honda Civic. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service
at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at
www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
June 21st, 2014
Police were called to a residence around 2:55am this date regarding a disturbance. The caller advised that
her sister and boyfriend were inside her house causing a disturbance and wanted them removed. While en
route, police received another call back from the victim advising that the couple had left the residence and
where now sitting in a parking lot of a church near the residence. Police attended and spoke with the two
and advised that the victim did not want them returning to the home. In the meantime, police were called
to another incident and while dealing with this incident, received another call from the victim to report
that the couple was there pounding on her door and trying to get in. Police attended and located the two
individuals walking in the area of the residence. Both were arrested under the Intoxicated Persons
Detention Act and lodged in cells overnight. The next morning, the victim did not wish to pursue charges
and the Brandon couple was subsequently released from custody.
June 21st, 2014
Police received a report of a theft from a freezer inside a detached garage on 14 th Street in Morden. The
homeowner noticed several food items missing after being away from the home for a couple of days. The
theft is believed to have happened sometime between June 13th and June 15th. This is the second theft
from this same location within the last month, the first one occurring around May 17 th or 18th. Anyone
with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime
Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text
“TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES (274637).
June 23rd, 2014

Police are investigating a theft from Pembina Valley Containers in Morden. A call was received around
9:00pm this date advising there was a vehicle that drove into the PVC yard and a male was seen
attempting to break open a lock on a money box located on the property. Police obtained a description of
the vehicle that was known to police. A male youth was later observed walking in Morden that was
connected to this vehicle and he was subsequently detained for investigation. The vehicle in question was
also located a short time later with 3 other suspects. All individuals, one youth and three adults, were
arrested and are facing charges of mischief, theft under $5000.00, possession of break in tools and breach
of probation. Police are continuing their ivnestigation with the possibility of more charges. The four
accused are scheduled to appear in Morden Provincial Court in July.

June 9th – June 16th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 87
Break & Enter (business) – 1
Theft of Motor Vehicle – 1
Theft under $5000.00 - 6
Assault - 2
Other Criminal Code (mischief, arson, indecent acts, harassment) – 8
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) – 1
By-Laws – 6
Fail to Stop or Remain – 2
Liquor Control Act - 4
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 7
Traffic Accidents - 1
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 14
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 34
June 9th, 2014

Police received an anonymous call advising there was a group of young people drinking alcohol at Colert
Beach in Morden. Police arrived at the beach office and observed three individuals walking up the stairs,
one holding a 6-pack ring of beer with three cans missing. A 20 year old male took responsibility for the
alcohol and was subsequently charged with consume liquor in a public place under the Liquor and
Gaming Control Act. One female youth, age 15, was noted to have a strong odor of liquor on her breath
and very unsteady on her feet. The youth was arrested and charged with possession or consumption of
liquor by a minor under the Liquor and Gaming Control Act. She was transported to the Morden Police
Service and later turned over to a parent.
June 14th, 2014
Police observed a vehicle being driven without a front license plate. The vehicle was stopped and upon
speaking with the driver, police could detect an odor of burnt marihuana inside the vehicle. Police
questioned the driver who eventually handed over a small quantity of marihuana. The 22 year old Morden
resident was issued a warning for possession of a controlled substance.
June 14th, 2014
Police received a complaint of a possible impaired driver driving around at the Minnewasta Campground.
Police attended but the vehicle had already left the area. The vehicle was eventually found travelling along
Thornhill Street and subsequently stopped. Upon speaking with the driver, police detected an odor of
liquor and marihuana inside the vehicle. The driver was given a roadside screening test which resulted in
a reading of .042mg%. The driver had a zero blood alcohol condition on his license and as a result, was
issued a 24 hour suspension of his driver’s license.
June 14th, 2014
Police are requesting the public’s assistance with an incident that occurred in the McDonald’s drive
through in Morden. On June 13th at approximately 4:30pm, a red colored SUV or hybrid-style vehicle
came through the drive through and the driver was observed to have his pants open and exposed. The
driver is described as in his 40’s with blonde hair. Anyone with information regarding this incident is
asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900, Crime Stoppers at 1-800-222-8477, submit a secure
tip online at www.manitobacrimestoppers.com or text “TIPMAN” plus your message to CRIMES
(274637).
June 15th, 2014
Police received an alarm call to the Morden Collegiate around 9:40pm this date. Police attended along
with a caretaker who indicated the alarm came from the east doors at the Ecole Morden Middle School. As
police were proceeding through the school, an individual was observed running north down the hall in the
middle school. Police attended and located three containers of milk spilled on the floor to the east doors
leading outside. A youth was observed hiding by a fence in the construction area by the Morden Collegiate
and as police approached, two youth were observed to run from the area. Police summoned for the
individuals to stop and they complied. As police approached, there were three individuals in the area
known to police. The two 13 year old youth and one 14 year old was arrested for break, enter and theft.

The youth advised that they found a door at the middle school that they were able to open and once
inside, entered the canteen and removed some milk. Police are continuing their investigation.

June 2Nd – June 9th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 81
Assault - 1
Frauds - 1
Other Criminal Code (mischief, obstruct police officer, breach of probation, breach of undertaking, fail
to attend court) – 8
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) – 1
By-Laws – 5
Fail to Stop or Remain – 2
Liquor Control Act - 1
Impaired Driving – 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 12
Traffic Accidents - 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 14
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 32
June 2nd, 2014
Police have charged a 16 year old male youth with 3 counts of fail to comply with sentence or disposition.
The youth was placed on probation in August 2013 as a result of multiple charges including 8 counts of
breach of probation, 1 count of mischief, 1 count of fail to attend court and 1 count of break and enter. One
of the conditions of his probation was to attend, participate and complete addiction assessment
counseling which he failed to do. The youth was issued a summons and will be appearing in Morden
Provincial Court in July.
June 3rd, 2014

A Warrant for Arrest was issued for an 18 year old female from Morden for failing to attend court. The
female was charged with 1 count of Possess prohibited weapon, 2 counts of Possession of a controlled
substance, and 3 counts of Possession of a controlled substance for the purpose of trafficking on April 11 th
and was to appear in court June 3rd. The female turned herself in on June 4th and the Warrant was
executed. The female was given a court date to appear in Morden Provincial Court in July.
June 7th, 2014
Police received a driving complaint of a vehicle travelling east bound from Manitou to Morden at around
4:00pm this date, weaving in and out of its lane. A witness stated the vehicle was currently parked in the
Tim Hortons parking lot in Morden. Policed attended and observed a vehicle matching the description
parked on the south side of the building. Police checked the license plate which came back inactive.
Approximately 20 minutes later, the vehicle was observed leaving the parking lot driving slowly down the
service road at speeds of less than 10km/hr. Police followed the vehicle at which time it turned west onto
Hwy.#3. Police activated emergency lights but the vehicle continued driving at very slow speeds. Police
activated the siren a couple of times before the vehicle pulled over and stopped. The driver exited the
vehicle and was observed showing signs of impairment along with a strong odor of liquor on his breath.
The driver was asked for his driver’s license and registration but continued to play with the volume and
thermostat controls in the vehicle. Police observed two cans of open beer in the centre console of the
vehicle. The driver advised that he did not have his license with him but was the registered owner of the
vehicle. He was arrested for impaired driving and subsequent breath tests resulted in readings of 140 and
130mg%. The driver was on a conditional release from Stony Mountain Correctional Institution with a
parole condition to abstain from the consumption of alcohol and was also prohibited Canada wide from
driving and suspended from driving in the Province of Manitoba. The 57 year old Killarney resident is
charged with driving impaired, driving over .08, drive disqualified, drive an unregistered vehicle, drive
suspended and carry liquor in a vehicle contrary to the Liquor and Gaming Control Act. Due to the
accused being on parole, a Warrant of Apprehension and Suspension was issued by Correction Service
Canada. The accused was remanded into custody and transported to the Winnipeg Remand Centre.
June 8th, 2014
Police received a driving complaint around 1:34am this date regarding a vehicle that was driving
erratically in Morden. Police caught up with the vehicle and spoke with the driver who identified himself
by name. The driver showed signs of impairment and had an odor of liquor on his breath. A roadside
screening request was made and the test resulted in a fail. The driver was transported back to the Morden
Police Service for further breath tests resulting in readings of 100 and 90mg%. Police retrieved a wallet
from the vehicle that had a driver’s license with a name different from what the driver originally provided.
The photo portion of the driver’s license matched the description of the driver. The driver admitted he
gave a false name to police because he is disqualified from driving. He is also on probation from a
previous charge of theft under $5000.00. The 18 year old driver from Winkler is charged with 1 count of
impaired driving, 1 count of drive over .08, 1 count of obstruct peace officer (providing false name) and 1
count of breach of probation. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in July.
June 8th, 2014

A 19 year old Morden resident has been charged with 2 counts of breach of undertaking. Police stopped a
vehicle in Morden around 2:00am this date as a result of a driving complaint and observed the accused in
the back seat of the vehicle. The accused was on an undertaking as a result of previous charges of Theft
under $5000.00 and Trespass at Night. He was to observe a curfew of 10:00pm to 7:00am and to abstain
from the consumption or possession of alcohol. The accused had a strong odor of liquor on his breath and
unsteady on his feet. The accused was issued a Promise to Appear in Morden Provincial Court in June.

May 22nd, 2014
On the 16th of May 2014 at approximately 9:00pm, Morden Police Service was on general patrol when
they observed a vehicle known to be driven by a suspended driver. The vehicle was stopped and the
known suspended driver was in the passenger’s seat. The driver however, was also a suspended driver.
Police advised both the driver and passenger that the vehicle would be towed. As police was speaking with
the passenger, they observed a large bag of white powder in one of his pockets. The passenger was placed
under arrest for possession of a controlled substance. A further search revealed several small dime bags
containing a white substance in another pocket as well as a large quantity of cash. Total street value of the
substance is estimated at $3000.00.
20 year old Brian David Hodgson of Morden is charged with 1 count of possession of a controlled
substance for the purpose of trafficking, 1 count of possession of a controlled substance and 1 count of
breach of court order. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in June. The driver was issued a
Provincial Offence Notice for driving while disqualified under the Highway Traffic Act.

May 21, 2014
On December 3rd 2013, Morden Police Service assisted in the execution of a Queens Bench Court Order to
have residents removed from a home in Morden. Police attended the residence and spoke with an
individual in the home who advised he is renting the basement from the homeowner who is currently
working out of Province. A walk thru of the home was conducted where police located various drug
paraphernalia and empty baggies containing a white substance, believed to be cocaine.
Police also observed residue from a green leafy substance believed to be marihuana along with a strong
odor of marihuana throughout the home. Two rifles, a shotgun and ammunition were located inside an
unlocked locker within a bedroom. These items were seized along with all drug paraphernalia. Upon
further examination of the home, a small grow operation was discovered in a hidden room under the
stairs leading to the basement. Police seized 10 marihuana plants along with grow bulbs, ballasts, fans, a
humidifier and timers. Total street value of the marihuana is estimated at several thousand dollars.
Charged is 35 year old Scott Kenneth Peters of Morden with Possession of a Controlled Substance
(marihuana), Production of a Controlled Substance (marihuana), 3 counts of Careless Storage of a

Firearm and 2 counts of Careless Storage of Ammunition. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial
Court in June
Also charged is 41 year old Jasen William Wetherup of Morden with Possession of a Controlled Substance
(marihuana) and Production of a Controlled Substance (marihuana). He appeared in Morden Provincial
Court in February and is remanded to a court date in June.

May 20th – May 26th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 96
Breaking & Entering (business, other break & enter) - 2
Theft (under $5000.00, other) – 2
Assault (sexual assault) - 1
Frauds - 1
Other Criminal Code (mischief, disturb the peace, trespass at night) – 10
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) – 1
Other Federal Statutes – 1
Liquor Control Act - 3
By-Laws – 9
Fail to Stop or Remain – 1
Motor Vehicle Accidents - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 6
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 31
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 27
May 21st, 2014

Police received a report of two unlocked vehicles that were entered sometime during the night on Poplar
Drive in Morden. Suspects entered the two vehicles parked on a driveway and removed some loose change
from both. If anyone has any information regarding this incident, they are asked to call the Morden Police
Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
May 22nd, 2014
Police received a report of a theft from a freezer inside a detached garage on 14 th Street in Morden. The
homeowner went to the freezer for something but could not find it. Upon further looking, they noticed
that several food items were missing. The theft is believed to have happened sometime over the weekend
of May 17th/18th. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police
Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
May 24th, 2014
Police observed a vehicle exiting the Morden Park around 1:30am this date. The vehicle signaled to turn
west onto Thornhill Street but then signaled and exited east. The vehicle appeared to be attempting to
evade police and was subsequently stopped. Police spoke with the 6 occupants in the vehicle. Police
observed a case of beer covered up by jackets in the backseat. One case was open and missing containers
as well as another open case of liquor. The 17 year old driver of the vehicle was charged with have or keep
liquor in an unauthorized place.
May 24th, 2014
At 2:30am, police observed an individual sitting on the stairs of the Morden Legion drinking a can of beer.
The individual was known to police as being a youth and was charged for consuming liquor under the age
of 18 years. He was driven home and turned over to a parent.
May 24th, 2014
Police are asking for the public’s assistance in identifying an individual who fueled up at the Morden Esso
around 12:09pm this date then drove off without paying. The vehicle is described as a white GMC truck
with a dirt bike on the back. There were 3 males and 2 female youth around the vehicle at the time. The 3
males got into the vehicle and left when done fueling and the 2 females walked north through the parking
lot. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 8224900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
May 25th, 2014
Police were called to the Morden Skate Park on an unrelated matter when they observed two individuals
that were known to be on a no contact order with each other as a result of a previous incident. The 18 year
old was on an undertaking to have no contact or communication with the 16 year old youth he was with
and the 16 year old was on a probation order with conditions to have no contact with the adult. The 18
year old will be charged with breach of undertaking and the youth will face a charge of breach of
probation. Both will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in June.

May 12th – May 20th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 103
Theft (under $5000.00, from motor vehicle) – 5
Frauds - 1
Other Criminal Code (mischief, trespass at night) – 4
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana, trafficking cocaine) – 3
Other Provincial Statutes (petty trespass act) - 1
By-Laws – 2
Fail to Stop or Remain – 1
Motor Vehicle Accidents - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 23
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 23
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 39
May 12th, 2014
Police are investigating a report of trespassing at night as well as mischief at a residence in Morden. The
homeowner reports that a group of kids keep ringing his doorbell and running away. This has happened in
the past as well, involving the same group of kids. Last week, the group of kids threw some big pieces of
cement on his yard along with some traffic cones and then turned on the outside water tap. Police caught
up with two of the youth, ages 14, shortly after receiving the call. Through investigating, it was learned
that two other youth, ages 14 and 15, were also involved. Police continue their investigating with charges
pending.
May 14th, 2014
Police received a call from a resident shortly after midnight to report someone banging on their bedroom
window. Police attended and searched the residence with negative results. As a result of a previous
investigation, police determined that two youth, ages 14 and 17, were responsible for this incident. The
investigation continues with charges pending.

May 14th, 2014
Police received a call from a resident around 1:40am to report that she noticed her interior light on in her
vehicle and the door slightly ajar. She went out to her vehicle and found the only thing missing was some
change left in a cup holder. Police would like to remind the public to keep your vehicles and house locked
at all times. Do not leave items in your vehicle out in plain view, as it is inviting for thieves.
May 14th, 2014
Police were on bike patrol around 2:40am this date throughout residential areas in an attempt to identify
suspects in recent thefts and vandalism around the community. A youth was noticed walking south on 7 th
Street and observed to be taking a picture with his iphone. Police approached the youth and questioned
what he was doing. He produced a flashlight from his pocket and admitted to taking it from inside a
vehicle parked on Gilmour Street. The youth was arrested for theft and found to be in possession of other
stolen items such as a Blackberry phone, packs of cigarettes and candy. A patrol unit was contacted and
transported the youth back to the office. The youth provided a statement admitting to these recent thefts
as well as ringing people’s doorbells. Police continue their investigation with charges pending.
May 14th, 2014
Police were called around 9:10am regarding a male who was stumbling around the street and had just
wandered into a back yard on Leslie Drive in Morden. Police attended and located a male walking east on
Leslie Drive who was very intoxicated. The male was lost and attempting to find a store. The 24 year old
Winkler resident was arrested under the Intoxicated Persons Detention Act. He was released later that
morning without charges.
May 14th, 2014
Police received a report of theft from the Access Event Centre in Morden. Two of the letters at the front
entrance of the building were stolen overnight. It is believed the letters “E” and “R” were removed by
suspects after gaining access to the roof of the centre. Police are continuing their investigation. Anyone
with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
May 14th, 2014
Police received a report of a theft of sunglasses from a vehicle parked on Nelson Street in Morden. The
sunglasses were on the dash inside the unlocked vehicle. The vehicle was a 2012 grey Honda Civic.
Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
May 14th, 2014

A cordless house phone along with two base charges were turned in to police that were found in the
vicinity of Oakwood Estates in Morden. Anyone missing a cordless phone is asked to call the Morden
Police Service at 822-4900.
May 15th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred on May 10th, 2014 around
5:45pm in the parking lot of Home Hardware in Morden. The driver got out of his vehicle to attend to the
store to find the store was closed. As he was about to walk back to his vehicle, he heard a noise and saw a
truck had backed into his vehicle. The vehicle then drove off without stopping or checking for damages.
The suspect vehicle is described as a 90’s grey GMC or Chevrolet half ton truck. Anyone with information
regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800222-8477.
May 17th, 2014
Police observed a vehicle parked in the MacDonald’s parking lot in Morden with a temporary registration.
Police spoke with the driver to gather some information. While speaking with the driver, an odor of liquor
could be detected on their breath along with an odor of marihuana within the vehicle. As well, there were
open and full cans of beer on the floor throughout the vehicle. The driver was issued a roadside screening
test which resulted in a warning. The 18 year old Plum Coulee resident was issued Provincial Offence
Notices for drive with alcohol in blood with a novice driver’s license, carry liquor in a vehicle contrary to
the Highway Traffic Act, as well as a 24 hour suspension for registering a warning on the roadside
screening device. An 18 year old passenger in the vehicle was issued a warning after turning over a small
quantity of marihuana and a pipe.
May 18th, 2014
Police received a call from a citizen who just witnessed a man hitting a woman in a vehicle stopped on 2 nd
Street in Morden. The caller gave a description of the vehicle and the vehicle was stopped on Hwy. #14 by
Winkler Police Service by the Co-op Truck Stop. Police attended the location where the driver was
arrested for assault. Police obtained a statement from the victim who disclosed that the accused used
illegal substances at one time but quit for a time but now has started back up again, which led to the
altercation. The argument started in the vehicle with some name calling then escalated to the point where
the accused grabbed the victim by the hair and pulled her head down hard enough so it felt like her hair
was being pulled out of her head. The victim eventually pushed him away and they continued driving
towards Winkler at which time they were stopped. The 30 year old Morden resident is charged with one
count of domestic assault and will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in June.

May 5th– May 12th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 82

Theft (under $5000.00, from motor vehicle) – 6
Frauds - 1
Other Criminal Code (mischief) – 6
By-Laws – 3
Fail to Stop or Remain – 2
Impaired Driving – 1
Motor Vehicle Accidents - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 12
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 16
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 34
May 5th, 2014
Police received a report of vandalism to a vehicle while parked in the 400 block of 7 th Street in Morden.
The owner of the vehicle thought he heard something outside around 1:30am and in the morning, noticed
damage to his car. The side mirror was broken off and lying about 15 feet from the vehicle. The vehicle
that was damaged is Pontiac Sunfire.
Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
May 6th, 2014
An unlocked vehicle was entered sometime overnight in the 400 block of 9th Street north in Morden. The
owner noticed that her vehicle was rummaged through and the vehicle registration along with 2 compact
discs were missing from inside. The vehicle that was entered is a black 2010 Dodge Journey. Anyone with
information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
May 6th, 2014
Two other vehicles were entered overnight while parked on a driveway on Pearce Drive in Morden.
Suspects entered a 2012 Honda Odyssey and removed a white ipod touch. The second vehicle, a 2005
Buick LaCross, was entered and a black Garmin Nuvi 40GPS was taken along with some mints and a
coffee card from McDonalds. Both vehicles were unlocked at the time. Anyone with information regarding

these incidents is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-2228477.
May 6th, 2014
Police received a report of a fraudulent email received by a citizen. The email indicated it was from the
“Canada Revenue Agency” and stated that the recipient qualified for a refund of a certain amount. The
recipient was instructed to click on a link in order to access the refund and then enter in some personal
information, which they did. Police are once again reminding the public to never provide any personal
information to anyone in person, over the phone or by email unless the authenticity of that
individual/company is known.
May 6th, 2014
Police were on general patrolling on Conner Hill Drive in Morden when they observed a vehicle travelling
on Tulip Street approach the intersection and drive through without stopping at the stop sign. Police
activated emergency lights and stopped the vehicle. While speaking with the driver, police were able to
detect an odor of liquor coming from the accused’s breath. A roadside screening test was administered
resulting in a fail. The driver was arrested for impaired driving and transported for further tests. Two
breath samples were obtained resulting in readings of 140mg%. The 45 year old Morden resident is
charged with 1 count of impaired driving, 1 count of driving over .08 as well as disobey traffic control
device and fail to produce license under the Highway Traffic Act. He will be appearing in Morden
Provincial Court in June.
May 7th, 2014
Police received a report of vandalism to a van belonging to the Canadian Fossil Discovery Centre. The
vehicle, a blue 1994 Chevrolet Astro van, is parked in the Access Event Centre parking lot. Sometime
overnight, suspect(s) smashed the windshield in the vehicle by throwing rocks at it. Anyone with
information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
May 7th, 2014
Police have a Warrant for Arrest for 40 year old Clayton Gregory Scott of Swan Lake, Manitoba. SCOTT
failed to comply with his Probation Order by not reporting to a Probation Officer. Scott was placed on
probation as a result of charges of being unlawfully in a dwelling house and failing to comply with
conditions of a recognizance. Anyone with information regarding Scott’s whereabouts is asked to call the
Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
May 7th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred on May 1st, 2014 while
parked in the Décor Cabinets parking lot in Morden between 1:30pm and 11:40pm. The driver returned to
their vehicle to find the mirror hanging off the driver’s side and damage to the driver’s door. The vehicle

damaged is a 2004 Red Mazda 6 GS. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the
Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
May 9th, 2014
Police arrested a 17 year old youth for an outstanding Warrant for Arrest this date. The youth was
observed walking down the street in Morden at the time of the arrest. The youth was charged in February
of 2014 for theft of motor vehicle and drive without a license. He failed to appear in court on May 6 th,
2014 and subsequently, a Warrant for his Arrest was issued. The youth will now be appearing in Morden
Provincial Court in June.
May 11th, 2014
Police received another report of a vehicle entered and items stolen. A vehicle was parked inside a garage
in the 300 block of 8th Street. The garage was left open and the doors of the vehicle were unlocked. Taken
from the vehicle was a brown trifold wallet with personal identification and a carton of Players rich
cigarettes. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at
822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.

April 28th – May 5th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 107
Theft (under $5000.00) – 3
Have Stolen Goods - 1
Frauds - 3
Assaults (common assault) - 4
Other Criminal Code (mischief) – 6
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) - 4
By-Laws – 4
Fail to Stop or Remain – 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 15
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 21

Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 44
April 28th, 2014
Police received a report of a lost cell phone, believed last scene around the Morden 55+ Activity Centre.
The phone is described as a Samsung Galaxy Ace 2 with a silver sparkly cover. Anyone with information
regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900.
April 28th, 2014
Members of Altona Police, Morden Police, The RCMP, The National Weapons Enforcement Support
Team, Integrated Border Enforcement Team and Canada Border Services executed three simultaneous
search warrants this date. These warrants were granted to search for illegal weapons and weapons parts
with one executed in Altona, one in the RM of Stanley, and one in the City of Morden. Police received
information a group of adult males were in unlawful possession of firearms, and were in the process of
assembling firearms for illegal sale. The search at a residence in Morden did not turn up any firearms or
other related items, but a quantity of marihuana and a multitude of drug paraphernalia were seized. As a
result, an 18 year old male is charged with Possession of a Controlled Substance and will be appearing in
Morden Provincial Court in June.
April 30th, 2014
Police received a 911 call from a female resident crying and asking for assistance in getting a restraining
order against her husband. Police attended the residence and observed several items scattered all over the
floor in the home. The caller advised that she and her husband were in Winnipeg earlier in the day had
been arguing over the husband texting another female. On arriving back home at their shared residence,
the argument escalated. The victim went to the bedroom and started packing her husband’s bags, advising
him that he could not have both women and he needed to leave. The accused became angry and hit the
victim a couple of times with his forearm to her shoulder, pushing her. The victim stated the accused also
threw a suitcase into the hallway. The argument escalated to the point where the husband threw water in
the victim’s face. When the accused tried to leave the residence, the victim attempted to kick him but
missed and fell on the floor. The accused then opened the door into her head when leaving. A statement
was obtained from the victim at which time she disclosed an earlier assault that had taken place. On April
22nd, they were again arguing over the accused texting this woman at which time the victim was pushed
and her clothing was tugged and ripped. The 53 year old Morden resident was arrested and charged with
2 counts of Domestic Assault. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in June.
May 1st, 2014
A 25 year old female is facing charges of theft and uttering a forged document. Police were contacted by a
local Doctor advising that a female attended to the Agassiz Medical Centre for an appointment. During
her appointment, the accused managed to take a blank prescription paper from a prescription pad and
later forged a prescription for Percocet as well as the doctor’s signature. The female attempted to pass the
document at a local pharmacy and it was recognized as a forged signature. Once declined at this

pharmacy, the female attended to a second pharmacy and attempted again to pass the prescription off as
genuine. This pharmacy had already been notified by the first one and as a result, police were called. The
25 year old was arrested and charged with 1 count of theft as well as 2 counts of uttering a forged
document. She will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in June.
May 1st, 2014
Police received a call from a local business advising of two male youth loitering around outside. Staff
requested police attend and have the youth talked to as they have been inside and outside the business in
the past and were causing problems. Police attended and located the two youth who were known to be on
orders not to have any contact or communication with one another. The one youth, age 16 is charged with
1 count of breach of probation. He was placed on probation as a result of several charges including theft of
motor vehicle and 5 counts of breaching court orders. The 17 year old is charged with 1 count of breach of
undertaking. He was placed on an undertaking as a result of a theft of motor vehicle charge. They will
both be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in June.
May 2nd, 2014
Police received a call from Pembina Valley Containers in Morden to report a theft and vandalism at their
business. Over the last several months, rocks were thrown at windows on a vehicle and money was taken
from a cash box on the property. The owner suspects some kids are responsible that frequent the business
on bikes. Police later attended the business to follow up and the two youth were already there and
admitted to some of the damages. Police are continuing their investigation to determine if charges will be
laid or the youths may be referred to Alternative Measures to be dealt with.
May 4th, 2014
Police received a report of a Garmin GPS taken from inside a vehicle while parked in the 400 block of 12 th
Street in Morden. The vehicle was left parked on the street overnight and this morning, the centre console
was left open. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service
at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.

April 21st – April 28th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 63
Theft (under $5000.00) – 1
Assaults (common assault) - 2
Other Criminal Code (mischief) – 4
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of marihuana) - 1

By-Laws – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain – 2
Liquor Control Act Offences – 1
Other Provincial Statutes (Petty Trespass Act) - 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 7
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 11
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 31
April 21st, 2014
Police received a report of a license plate stolen off a vehicle that was parked in the Super 8 parking lot in
Morden overnight. The license plate was a Jets License plate, J10286. Anyone with information regarding
this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
April 21st, 2014
A Samsung cell phone was found in the vicinity of the Art Gallery in Morden. Anyone missing a cell phone
is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 to identify and claim their phone.
April 24th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred April 17 th while parked
across from Morden Collegiate on 5th Street. The driver came out to her vehicle to find damage to the
driver’s side front fender. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2004 grey Honda CRV. Anyone with
information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
April 24th, 2014
Police received a call from a witness reporting one male following and attempting to fight with a second
male on 7th Street in Morden. Police attended the location and observed two males involved in a verbal
confrontation. One of the individuals was extremely intoxicated and aggressive, wanting to fight with the
other male. Police arrested the individual for being intoxicated in a public place. Witnesses indicated the
altercation began in the bar with the accused pushing and kicking the second individual. The victim exited
the bar and the accused followed him outside. Police transported the accused to cells where he was
combative and swearing at police. While dealing with the accused, a second call was received from a
female reporting that she was assaulted by her boyfriend, the accused, currently in custody. The victim
advised that she was punched in the chest and it was hurting really bad so her friend called an ambulance.

The witness advised that the victim attended to the vendor and was denied being served. The victim came
upstairs to a room in the hotel where she told her boyfriend that she could not get beer. The boyfriend
became angry, grabbed the victim, threw her against a wall and punched her repeatedly in the chest. The
witness told the accused to stop at which time both the accused and victim left the room. Approximately
30 minutes later, the witness went to check on the victim at which time she indicated that her chest really
hurt and an ambulance was called. As a result of these two separate incidents, the 35 year old Morden
residence is charged with 1 count of assault cause bodily harm, 1 count of assault and 2 counts of breach of
undertaking. Police are continuing their investigation with the possibility of more charges to follow. The
accused was remanded into custody and transported to the Winnipeg Remand Centre where he remains
awaiting his next court appearance.
April 25th, 2014
A 16 year old youth is charged with one count of Breach of Probation for failing to complete community
service work. The youth will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in June.
April 25th, 2014
A 15 year old youth is facing several charges following an incident at his residence in Morden. The mother
of the youth attended the Morden Police office to report that her son was acting aggressive and threatened
to kill her and she was afraid to return home. The incident began in the morning before the victim was
leaving for work. The mother confronted the youth about a friend staying overnight without asking
permission and then asked the friend to leave. The youth became angry with his mother and threatened to
kill her. The youth then shoved the victim causing the victim to fall to the ground. The aggression
continued with the accused pushing a television off a stand and punching it. At this point, the mother
feared for her safety and left the residence. The youth is charged with 1 count of assault, 1 count of utter
death threats and 1 count of mischief. He was remanded into custody and transported to the Manitoba
Youth Centre in Winnipeg where he awaits his next court appearance.
April 26th, 2014
Police received a call from a witness driving down 7th Street in Morden who observed a male staggering all
over the road throwing beer cans. Police attended the location and found the male who displayed high
levels of intoxication and had difficulty standing without falling over. He was arrested under the
Intoxicated Persons Detention Act and found to have several unopened cans of beer in his pockets. The 22
year old St. Jean Baptiste resident was lodged in cells overnight until sober. He was charged with have or
keep liquor in an unauthorized place under the Liquor Control Act.
April 27th, 2014
A 30 year old Winkler resident was charged under the Petty Trespass Act for returning to a business after
being served a banning notice. The accused was banned from attending Rock’s Bar & Grill on January
27th, 2014 for causing a disturbance inside the bar on January 25th, 2014. The ban was in effect until such
further notice or at such time that the accused speaks to management. Staff had requested that the

accused leave the bar but he refused. The accused was escorted from the premises and served an offence
notice for Trespassing under the Petty Trespass Act.
April 27th, 2014
Police observed a vehicle driving around with several passengers inside that appeared to be nervous,
looking back as police drove by. Police caught up with the vehicle that pulled into the Access Event Centre
parking lot at which time two passengers jumped out of the vehicle and ran inside the building. The
vehicle then began to exit the parking lot and was stopped by police. The female driver appeared nervous
and was questioned about the fresh smell of marihuana coming from inside the vehicle. There was also a
zip lock bag visible inside a purse in the back seat of the vehicle which contained a green leafy substance.
The driver handed over a small quantity of marihuana from her purse. The driver was issued a verbal
warning for being in possession of a Controlled Substance.

April 14th – April 22nd, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 108
Theft (under $5000.00) - 1
Assaults (common assault) - 2
Other Criminal Code (mischief) – 1
By-Laws – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 49
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 12
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 41
April 18th, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a hang up at a residence in Morden. Police attended the residence and spoke
with the couple who had got into an argument. Both parties had been drinking and there was a
disagreement that escalated. It was confirmed that no assault or threats took place. One of the individuals
was transported to another location for the night to avoid the situation from escalating again. There were
no charges as a result of this incident.

April 20th, 2014
Police received a call from Rock’s Bar & Grill requesting assistance with a fight inside the bar. Police
attended and spoke with staff who advised that an argument took place on the dance floor between 2 girls
which turned into a physical confrontation. Police spoke with one of the girls and requested she leave
along with her friends she was with. Neither part wanted to pursue assault charges.
April 21st, 2014
Police had a LG cellular phone turned in that was found in the Morden Park. Anyone missing a cell phone
is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 to identify and claim their phone.
April 21st, 2014
Police received a complaint of a cabin vandalized up at Lake Minnewasta. The cabin is located at the south
west corner of the lake by the old boat dock. This cabin is on private property but suspects have been
using this area for a place to gather and party. Damage has been caused to the inside and outside of the
cabin. If anyone has any information regarding this incident, they are asked to call the Morden Police
Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
April 21st, 2014
Police received a report of a youth that was attacked while walking home to their residence. The youth
reported they were walking home when they heard someone come up behind them, grabbed them and
covered their mouth. The victim was then thrown to the ground and the attacker fled. Police compiled the
information and began to follow up on the incident by speaking with some people. Through police
investigation, it was determined that the victim was late for their curfew at home and had to make up a
story, otherwise they would be in trouble with their parents. The youth made up the story that they were
attacked to avoid getting in trouble at home for being late. Police were able to determine that the youth
was in fact fabricating the story and eventually the youth admitted to that. The youth was advised that
they could be charged with Public Mischief but would be referred to Alternative Measures to be dealt with.

April 15th, 2014
Morden Police Service executed a Drug Search Warrant at a residence in Morden this past Friday evening.
Seized in the search was a large quantity of white powder substance, believed to be cocaine, along with a
quantity of prescription pills, hashish, a scale and other items related to drug use and trafficking of illegal
substances. Also seized were weapons including brass knuckles and a machete. Child and Family Services
was contacted and is conducting their own investigation due to a young child being in the home at the
time the warrant was executed. The child has since been removed from the home and will remain in the
custody of CFS pending the outcome of the investigation.

Charged is an 18 year old female from Morden with 1 count of Possess prohibited weapon, 2 counts of
Possession of a controlled substance, and 3 counts of Possession of a controlled substance for the purpose
of trafficking. She will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in June.

April 7th – April 14th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 83
Break & Enter (business) - 1
Assaults (common assault, assault police) - 1
Frauds - 1
Other Criminal Code (mischief, breach of undertaking, breach of probation) – 1
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession of cannabis, possession of cocaine, trafficking cocaine) 2
By-Laws - 4
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 13
Liquor Control Act Offences – 2
Motor Vehicle Accidents - 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 21
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 35
April 8th, 2014
Police received a call of a domestic dispute at a residence in Morden. Police attended and spoke with the
couple who was arguing and going through a difficult time in their relationship. The couple has a child
who was present but removed from the area by a grandmother when the couple started arguing. Police
mediated the situation and eventually the mother left with the child. There was no report of any assault or
threats made during the argument and as a result, there were no charges.
April 12th, 2014

Police received a call from security at Rock’s Bar & Grill advising of some underage persons that
attempted to enter the bar. Police attended and spoke with two youth, ages 15 and 16. The 15 year old
youth had been drinking at another location and attempted to get into the bar. The other youth had not
been drinking but snuck into the bar before security had noticed. The 15 year old was charged with
Consume Liquor under 18 year of Age and the 16 year old was charged with Minor in a Beverage Room.
April 12th, 2014
Police were conducting a MPI checkstop when they observed a vehicle pull into the Esso parking lot in
Morden with no license plates. Police spoke with the individuals in the vehicle at which time they
observed an odor of fresh marihuana inside. Police observed a container at the feet of the front passenger
and upon further investigation, found there to traces of marihuana inside along with some items related
to drug use. Also found under the dash of the vehicle was a zip lock bag with more items related to drug
use. All three male adults in the vehicle were issued warnings for possession of a controlled substance.
The vehicle had a temporary permit for insurance which was not visible at the time of the stop.
April 13th, 2014
Police observed a person that appeared to be sleeping near the entrance of Rock’s Bar & Grill in Morden.
Police attended to find a male that was extremely intoxicated. The individual was arrested under the
Intoxicated Persons Detention Act and lodged in cells overnight until sober. The 25 year old Winkler
resident was released in the morning without charges.
April 14th, 2014
The Morden Police Service is once again participating in the Distracted Driver Enforcement Program. The
program is funded by Manitoba Public Insurance and works in conjunction with Police Services,
enhancing enforcement through organized enforcement activity to detect infractions – particularly related
to distracted driving offences. The first checkstop was held April 3rd, 2014 which resulted in 7 offence
notices being issued for drivers using a cellular telephone or other hand-operated electronic device. A
second checkstop was held April 12th resulting in another 6 offence notices being issued for the same
offence. The purpose of the program is to increase public awareness of the risks and consequences of
distracted driving and to deter the use of hand-operated electronic devices while driving. The fine for
using a cellular telephone or other hand-operated electronic device while driving is $203.80 and demerit
points.

March 24th – April 7th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 142
Theft under $5000.00 – 1
Assaults (common assault, assault police) - 3

Frauds - 2
Other Criminal Code (mischief, breach of undertaking, breach of probation) – 6
Fail to Stop or Remain – 3
By-Laws - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 47
Motor Vehicle Accidents - 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 23
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 54
March 27th, 2014
Police received a call of a motor vehicle accident on Stephen Street at the intersection of 7th Street in
Morden. Police attended to find two vehicles in the intersection with damage. A vehicle was travelling
south on 7th Street approaching Stephen Street and entered the intersection while a second vehicle was
travelling west. The vehicles collided but there were no injuries as a result of the incident. Both vehicles
were towed from the scene.
March 29th, 2014
Police received a call of a suspicious vehicle in the rear parking lot of Rock’s Bar & Grill with a lone
occupant inside. Police attended the location to find a lone male sleeping in the vehicle. Police woke the
driver and while speaking with him, observed signs of intoxication. He was arrested under the Intoxicated
Persons Detention Act and transported to the Morden Police Service. A relative was contacted and the
male was released.
March 31st, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred this day around 11:00am in
the Co-op Grocery store parking lot in Morden. The owner returned to their vehicle and noticed a small
dent in the passenger’s side rear door. The vehicle that was damaged was a 2011 blue Chevrolet Cruz.
Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
April 2nd, 2014
Police were on general patrol when they observed a male and female yelling at each other at the rear
entrance of the Traveller’s Inn in Morden. Police stopped to speak with the individuals but when they saw

police, they ran into the bar. Police located the male inside the bar and requested to speak with him
outside. Once outside, a check with police dispatch revealed the male was on charge for assault and had a
no contact/communication condition with the female that he was with. Police arrested the male for
breaching conditions of his probation order and escorted him to the police vehicle. The male was being
searched before placing him in the rear of the police vehicle at which time he became upset, began
swearing and elbowed the officer in the chest and shoulder. He was restrained and transported to the
Morden Police Service where he was lodged overnight until sober. The 22 year old Steinbach resident is
charged with 1 count of breach of probation, 1 count of assault police officer and 1 count of resist arrest.
He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in May.
April 2nd, 2014
Police received a report of an assault that took place this date. The female victim attended the Morden
Police Service to advise that her boyfriend had been texting her asking if he could come over to her place.
The victim advised her boyfriend that she would prefer that he not. Later that day, the victim just got out
of the shower and noticed someone run into her laundry room. The victim went to see who it was and
noticed it was her boyfriend. The boyfriend shoved the victim and started yelling. The victim left and went
to the bathroom where the accused followed and locked the bathroom door with both inside. The accused
then grabbed the victim by the throat and pushed her into a towel rack. The victim stated that she tried to
get away from the accused at which point the accused put both of his arms on her throat and kept
squeezing which resulted in the victim having trouble breathing. The accused then threw the victim on to
the bathroom floor and threatened to kill her. The victim managed to get up and unlock the door and went
to her bedroom where the accused followed and pinned her on the bed. The victim cried until the accused
let her go. The 21 year old Plum Coulee resident is charged with 1 count of assault, 1 count of forcible
confinement, 1 count of unlawfully in a dwelling house and 1 count of uttering threats. He will be
appearing in Morden Provincial Court in May.
April 3rd, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a possible domestic dispute where a lady could be heard crying and yelling.
Police arrived on scene and spoke with the couple who advised that they were arguing. Things started to
escalate so she called police before they got out of hand. It was determined that no assault had taken
place. A check was conducted through police dispatch which revealed there was a Warrant for Arrest for
the male for failing to comply with a court order. He was placed under arrest and turned over to the
Portage RCMP for continuation of their investigation.
April 3rd, 2014
Police have charged a 22 year old Winkler resident with 2 counts of breach of recognizance. The accused
was placed on a Recognizance Order with conditions of a curfew to be at home between 9:00pm and
6:00am daily and not to live at any other address unless he received permission from a Judge or Crown
Attorney. The accused had moved out of the residence he was to reside at and did not receive permission
to do so. A court date is pending.
April 3rd, 2014

Police received a call from McDonald’s in Morden advising there was an intoxicated female in the
restaurant refusing to leave. Police attended and located the female inside. She was arrested under the
Intoxicated Persons Detention Act and transported to the police office. The 24 year old was lodged in cells
overnight until sober and released in the morning without charges.
April 6th, 2014
Police received a 911 call to Tim Hortons in Morden for intoxicated male. Police attended and spoke with
the male who was highly intoxicated and could not answer police questions. A check with police dispatch
revealed the accused was on an undertaking to abstain from the consumption of alcohol. The accused was
lodged in cells overnight until sober and released in the morning. The 47 year old Altona resident is
charged with 1 count of failing to comply with an undertaking and will be appearing in Morden Provincial
Court in May.

March 17th – March 24th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 89
Theft under $5000.00 - 1
Frauds - 3
Other Criminal Code (mischief, breach of undertaking, breach of probation) – 2
Impaired Driving – 1
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession) - 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 28
Liquor Control Act Offences – 2
Motor Vehicle Accidents - 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 7
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 41
March 18th, 2014
Police observed a vehicle parked at the end of 6th Street north of Parkhill Street in Morden. There were
two occupants in the vehicle. Police spoke to the individuals and could detect an odor of marihuana inside

the vehicle. Both individuals were questioned at which time they admitted to having a small quantity of
marihuana and a glass pipe. The items were seized and the vehicle searched. An open bottle of liquor was
also found inside the vehicle. Both individuals were issued warnings for possession of a controlled
substance. One of the adults was charged with have or keep liquor in a vehicle other than as authorized
under the Liquor Control Act.
March 18th, 2014
Police reported last week that they had a Warrant for Arrest for Katherine Dawn Crane for failing to
comply with a probation order. As a result, an anonymous tip was received and Crane was arrested. She
will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in April.
March 20th, 2014
Police responded to a rollover motor vehicle accident on Thornhill Street and Falcon Drive in Morden.
Witnesses confirmed that a vehicle was travelling east bound on the highway when it lost control and
travelled across the westbound lane and into the north ditch before coming to rest in a field. The driver of
the vehicle left the scene but was found a short distance from the area. The driver and lone occupant of
the vehicle, was arrested for impaired driving. He is charged with 1 count of impaired driving, 1 count of
refusing to provide a breath sample, 1 count of carry liquor in a vehicle, 1 count of drive carelessly and fail
to remain at an accident scene. The 43 year old Manitou resident will be appearing in Morden Provincial
Court in April.
March 21st, 2014
Police received a call of a fight outside the Travellers Inn in Morden. Police attended and observed a large
group of people around the front stairs of the building. After speaking with several individuals, police
arrested one male under the Intoxicated Persons Detention Act. The 35 year old Morden resident was
lodged in cells overnight until sober. He was released in the morning and issued a Provincial Offence
Notice for being disorderly in or about a licensed premise.
March 22nd, 2014
Police attended the Tim Hortons store in Morden around 3:15am this date and observed a male individual
asleep at a table. Staff advised that friends left him behind when they could not wake him up. Police were
able to wake the individual who displayed signs of intoxication. The individual was arrested under the
Intoxicated Persons Detention Act and lodged in cells overnight until sober. He was released in the
morning without charges.

March 10th – March 17th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 61

Frauds - 3
Other Criminal Code (mischief, breach of undertaking, breach of probation) – 2
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession) - 2
By-Laws - 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 14
Motor Vehicle Accidents - 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, family dispute, fingerprints) - 10
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 26
March 11th, 2014
Police have a Warrant for Arrest for Catherine Dawn Crane, last known address of Winkler. Crane is
wanted for failing to comply with a probation order. Anyone with information regarding Crane’s
whereabouts is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
March 12th, 2014
Police received a call of a motor vehicle accident at the corner of 1st Street and Thornhill Street in Morden.
A vehicle was travelling east bound on Thornhill Street attempting to turn north onto 1 st Street. A second
vehicle was travelling west bound on Thornhill Street and entered the intersection as the first vehicle was
executing their turn. The vehicles collided but there were no injuries as a result. One of the vehicles
required towing.
March 12th, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a motor vehicle accident on Thornhill Street by the Dairy Queen in Morden.
Police attended and spoke with the drivers of the vehicles. Both vehicles were east bound on Thornhill
Street when one vehicle tried changing lanes but failed to see the other vehicle. The vehicles collided but
there were no injuries. One of the vehicles did not have a valid registration and as a result, the driver was
issued a Provincial Offence Notice for driving an unregistered vehicle.
March 16th, 2014
Police were on general patrol when they observed two male individuals sitting in a vehicle in Rock’s Bar &
Grill parking lot. Police approached the vehicle and spoke with the occupants. Police observed what
appeared to be marihuana residue on the middle console in the vehicle. Police were advised by the two
individuals that the vehicle belonged to a friend who was inside the bar. Police searched the vehicle and

found several items related to drug use. All items were seized and the owner of the vehicle claimed
responsibility. A 21 year old male was issued a warning for possession of a controlled substance.

February 24th – March 10th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 121
Frauds - 2
Other Criminal Code (mischief, annoying phone calls, harassment) – 4
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession) - 2
Assaults – 3
Fail to Stop or Remain – 3
Liquor Control Act Offences – 2
By-Laws - 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 23
Impaired Driving - 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, domestic dispute, emergency hang-up, fingerprints)
- 11
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 67
February 26th, 2014
Police were advised of a phone scam where the caller claimed to be from Rogers. The caller advised that
they had won a trip and then requested her credit card or debit card number. The recipient refused to give
out that information and called Rogers who advised this was a scam and they were not running any such
program. Police are reminding the public once again to never give out any personal information over the
phone.
February 28th, 2014
Police received a call of a vehicle that was stuck at the west end of Alvey Street near the golf course in
Morden. The driver of the vehicle had attended to a residence for help to get her vehicle out and appeared

to be unsteady on her feet. Police attended to find the vehicle stuck and the driver in the driver’s seat.
Police spoke with the driver who displayed signs of impairment. The driver was arrested for impaired
driving and transported to the Morden Police Service for breath samples. Two samples were obtained
resulting in readings of 180 and 170mg%. The 56 year old Morden resident is charged with impaired
driving and driving over .08. She will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in March.
February 28th, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a motor vehicle accident at 7 th Street and Stephen Street in Morden. Police
attended along with Fire and ambulance. A vehicle was south bound on 7 th Street waiting at the stop sign
to cross Stephen Street. A second vehicle was travelling west bound on Stephen Street when the first
vehicle entered the intersection. The driver of the second vehicle was not able to stop in time and vehicles
collided. There were no injuries as a result of the accident.
March 5th, 2014
Police received a complaint of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred this day between 8:30am
and 5:00pm. The owner parked their 2003 red Toyota Highlander in the parking lot at 14 Conner Hill
Drive in Morden. They returned to their vehicle around 5:00pm to find damage to the passenger’s side
rear quarter panel. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police
Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
March 6th, 2014
Police received another call of a scam. The victim received a call from someone reporting to be calling
from Microsoft advising that they had a virus on their computer. The caller asked to gain access to the
victim’s computer through his IP address in order to fix the problem. The victim knew this to be a scam
and did not provide the caller with any information.
March 7th, 2014
Police received a complaint of an assault that took place in January. The victim was in bed at their
residence when the accused came upstairs and began arguing. The accused began hitting the victim on the
arm, leg and forehead but then stopped when he saw their young daughter standing in the doorway
crying. Prior to this, the accused was arrested and charged for domestic assault in February. Since this
time, the accused has been contacting the victim several times when there has been an order in place to
have no contact or communication. The 32 year old Winkler resident is charged with one count of assault,
one count of breach of recognizance as well as 4 counts of failing to comply with an undertaking. He will
be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in March.
March 8th, 2014
Police were on general patrol when they observed a vehicle north bound on Mountain Street approach the
intersection of Thornhill Street in Morden. The vehicle came to the stop lights at the intersection stopping
approximately 6 feet past the required stop line. The vehicle was observed to be missing the front license

plate as well. The vehicle turned into a parking lot and was approached by police. The driver had an odor
of liquor on his breath and was requested to provide a sample of his breath on the roadside screening
device. The test resulted in a fail and the driver was arrested for impaired driving. Further tests resulted in
readings of 210 and 200mg%. The driver was charged with impaired driving, driving over .08 as well as
operating a motor vehicle while disqualified. The 22 year old Winkler resident will be appearing in
Morden Provincial Court in March.
March 9th, 2014
Police were on patrol on Colert Road when they observed a vehicle parked by the boat launch with four
occupants inside. Police spoke with the driver who appeared nervous. When questioned about alcohol or
illegal substances in the vehicle, the driver handed over a grinder used for marihuana which was in the
middle console. The driver then admitted to having more items of drug paraphernalia as well as a small
quantity of marihuana in a plastic baggie. The four adult occupants of the vehicle were issued warnings for
possession of a controlled substance.

February 17th – February 24th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 71
Theft under $5000.000 – 4
Frauds - 1
Other Criminal Code (mischief, annoying phone calls, breach of peace bond) – 5
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession) - 2
Assaults – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain – 2
Liquor Control Act Offences – 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 5
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, domestic dispute, emergency hang-up, fingerprints)
- 11
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 38
February 17th, 2014

Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident on Gilmour Street by the Lion’s Park in
Morden. The driver returned to the vehicle to find damage to the rear passenger’s side bumper of their
2011 white Chevrolet Impala. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden
Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
February 18th, 2014
Police received a report of a theft from a motor vehicle that occurred in the back alley behind Elam Street
in Morden. The owner parked their 2000 red Ford Ranger the day before around 4:00pm and came out to
it around 1:00pm this date to find someone took his ipod dock and some personal tax papers. Anyone
with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
February 18th, 2014
Police received a call from a resident reporting that a person came to their door around 9:00pm stating
they worked for Manitoba Hydro and needed to see their hydro meter. The homeowner asked to see a
business card but the person said he did not have one. The person was not allowed in the house or access
to their meter but said they would come back at 8:00pm the next night. The person never did return the
next day and police have since contacted Manitoba Hydro who advised that this would not have been a
Manitoba Hydro worker. Police are reminding the public not to allow anyone in their home or on their
property without proper identification.
February 18th, 2014
Morden Police Service arrested a 37 year old male wanted on a Warrant held by the RCMP for 5 counts of
sex related offences involving minors. The suspect was arrested and turned over to RCMP to continue
their investigation.
February 20th, 2014
Police received a report of an email scam. The recipient received an email claiming to the CIBC stating
there was suspicious activity on their account. They were asked to activate their account by clicking on a
link. The recipient did not click on the link but rather attended the CIBC who advised that it was in fact a
fraudulent email. A reminder to the public not to open any emails or links unless they are sure it is from a
known source.
February 20th, 2014
Police were called to a residence for what they thought was a medical emergency. Ambulance was
dispatched initially but when police arrived, they determined that it was an intoxicated male who had
called police just to advise that his wife was driving their vehicle with a faulty headlight and he wanted her
stopped. A check through police dispatch determined that there was a no contact or communication order
between the caller and his wife and he was calling from her residence. The 32 year old Morden resident

was arrested and charged with breach of recognizance. He was lodged in cells overnight until sober and
released in the morning to a relative. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in March.
February 21st, 2014
Police received a call of an intoxicated male youth walking on the street in a t-shirt who was almost hit by
a vehicle. Police attended the location and were advised that the youth entered a home. Police attended
the home to find a 14 and 15 year old male intoxicated. There was also an odor of marihuana in the home.
Police charged the 14 and 15 year old youth with consuming liquor under 18 years of age and turned them
over to parents. A small quantity of marihuana was seized with a 20 year old female claiming ownership.
The adult was issued a warning for possession of a controlled substance.

February 10th – February 18th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 88
Break and Enter (business) – 1
Theft of Motor Vehicle – 1
Theft under $5000.000 – 1
Frauds - 2
Other Criminal Code (counterfeiting currency, mischief, stalking) – 5
Assaults - 1
Municipal By-Laws – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 4
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, domestic dispute, emergency hang-up, fingerprints)
- 20
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 51
February 10th, 2014

A resident in Morden received a call from a “company” stating their computer was receiving corrupted
emails and would be harmed. The homeowner knew this to be a scam and hung up. Police are reminding
the public not to accept these types of phone calls and to ensure they know who they are speaking to
before allowing someone access to their computer. If you should receive such phone calls, you can also call
the Canadian Anti-fraud Centre, 1-888-495-8501 or www.antifraudcentre.ca.
February 11th, 2014
Police were on general patrol when they observed a vehicle parked up at the Morden Dam near the water
fill station. Upon approaching the vehicle, it began to drive away. Police activated emergency lights and
stopped the vehicle. The driver had an odor of liquor on his breath as well as an open can of beer along
with several other sealed cans inside the vehicle. The driver was administered a test on the roadside
screening device which registered a warning. The driver was issued a 24 hour suspension of his driver’s
license along with a Provincial Offence Notice for carry liquor in a vehicle contrary to the Liquor Control
Act.
February 11th, 2014
Police received a report of a stolen vehicle that was taken from the parking lot at the Morden Access Event
Centre. The owner parked the vehicle around 8:00pm and returned around 10:00pm to find it was gone.
The vehicle was a 1996 red Eagle Vision. The next day, the vehicle was found parked behind the Morden
Mennonite Church on Gilmour Street in Morden. Police have charged a 15 year old male youth with theft
of a motor vehicle, 3 counts of breach of probation as well as driver without a license. A second youth, age
17, has also been charged with theft of a motor vehicle. The 15 year old youth was remanded into custody
where he remains awaiting his next court appearance. The 17 year old was released on a Promise to
Appear in Morden Provincial Court in March.
February 12th, 2014
Police received a call of another email scam. The email indicated it was the CIBC and requested
information about their online bank accounts in order to upgrade their services on their database. The
caller advised that they do not even have a CIBC account and did not respond to the email. Police would
like to remind the public not to give out any personal information unless they are absolutely certain of the
authenticity of the caller/person requesting the information.
February 13th, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a possible fire on Northwood Street in Morden. Police along with Morden Fire
& Rescue attended the residence. It was determined that a faulty thermostat had caused the furnace to
overheat. There was no fire or smoke damage reported.
February 13th, 2014
Police received another call of a phone scam. The caller pretended to be the son of the homeowner and
advised that he was in an accident due to drinking and driving in another Province and needed money

because he was arrested. The victim did go to the bank to try and obtain funds but was told that this was
probably a scam. No money was sent and the victim has since spoken to her son to confirm it was not him
who called.
February 14th, 2014
Police received a call from a local business reporting a possible counterfeit bill being passed during a
transaction. The suspicious $20.00 bill was seized by police and will be sent away for analysis.
February 14th, 2014
Police had a Samsung tablet turned in that was found on the street in Morden. Anyone missing a tablet is
asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 to properly identify and claim this item.
February 15th, 2014
Police received a report of a domestic dispute that had taken place earlier in the day. The caller advised
that her common law husband came home around 2:00am at which time they got into an argument. The
argument escalated and led to the wife slapping the husband in the face. The husband them grabbed the
wife and began choking her. The wife’s son, who is a youth and was present at the time, came to his
mother’s aid and punched the husband two times to get him off of his mother. The husband then punched
the son back. Police have charged the adult male with 2 counts of assault as well as the adult female with 1
count of assault. Both individuals will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in March.
February 18th, 2014
Two Winnipeg men have been charged with break, enter and theft in relation to two residential break ins
that occurred in Morden. In cooperation with the Winnipeg Police Service, the two men were arrested in
Morris committing a break and enter. Subsequently, the two have been charged in relation to a residence
on Willow Creek Place that occurred on November 26th, 2013 and Woodridge Bay that occurred on
February 7th, 2014. None of the property was recovered as a result of the arrests. The two have been
remanded into custody where they await their next court appearance.

February 3rd – February 10th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 86
Other Criminal Code (harassing phone calls) - 1
Impaired Driving - 2
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession) – 3

Municipal By-Laws – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 10
Motor Vehicle Accidents – 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, domestic dispute, emergency hang-up, fingerprints)
- 17
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 44
February 4th, 2014
Police received a report of a lost engagement ring and wedding band somewhere on Stephen Street in
Morden. The engagement ring had a single diamond and the wedding band had a curly design to it.
Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900.
February 7th, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a motor vehicle accident at Thornhill Street and 6 th Street in Morden. A
vehicle was eastbound on Thornhill Street and stopped in traffic to turn north onto 6 th Street. The vehicle
waited for traffic and then proceeded to make the turn but a vehicle was west bound on Thornhill Street in
the curb lane and the two vehicles collided. The airbag was deployed in one of the vehicles and the driver
complained of soreness to their chest and arm. Both drivers were transported to Boundary Trails Health
Centre for further observation. The driver of one of the vehicles was charged with drive unregistered
vehicle while the other driver was charged with proceeding before safe to do so.
February 7th, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a motor vehicle accident where a vehicle drove into a house. Police attended
Route 100 in Morden and observed a vehicle up on a driveway that drove into a garage. There was
extensive damage to both the vehicle and home. Ambulance along with Morden Fire & Rescue were on
scene. It was determined that a medical issue with the driver was the cause of the accident. The driver was
transported to Boundary Trails Health Centre for further observation. There were no charges as a result of
the accident.
February 7th, 2014
Police have charged a 15 year old youth with 3 counts of failing to comply with a sentence or disposition
regarding conditions of a probation order. The youth failed to abide by a curfew, failed to contact a
probation officer and failed to participate in a program as directed by the courts. The youth will be
appearing in Morden Provincial Court in February.

February 7th, 2014
Police have a Warrant for Arrest for 37 year old Michael Manuel Thiessen of Morden. Thiessen is wanted
for failing to comply with condition of a probation order. Anyone with information regarding Thiessen’s
whereabouts is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
February 7th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred the previous day in the Coop Grocery store parking lot in Morden. The owner parked the vehicle around 7:30pm and when they
returned, noticed the back bumper of the vehicle was cracked. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2005
white Chrysler PT Cruiser. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden
Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
February 7th, 2014
Police are investigating a report of a residential break, enter and theft on Woodridge Bay in Morden. The
owners of the home left the residence around 11:30am and returned around 5:15pm to find their house
had been entered. Suspect(s) entered the residence through a door inside the attached garage leading into
the home. Once inside, suspect(s) entered the master bedroom and took jewellery, money and personal
documents. Police are asking the public for assistance with any information regarding this incident to call
the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.

January 27th – February 3rd, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 81
Other Criminal Code (harassing phone calls) - 1
Impaired Driving - 2
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession) – 3
Municipal By-Laws – 1
Fail to Stop or Remain - 1
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 10
Motor Vehicle Accidents – 2
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, domestic dispute, emergency hang-up, fingerprints)
- 17

Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 44
January 28th, 2014
Police received a 911 call of a motor vehicle accident at the corner of 1 st Street and Thornhill Street in
Morden. Police attended to find a vehicle partially in the south-east ditch of the intersection. A semi truck
pulling a trailer was stopped at the stop light on 1 st Street facing north waiting to turn east. Due to the
length of the trailer, the semi was in the outside lane to execute the turn. In the meantime, a vehicle drove
up beside the semi to also turn east onto Thornhill Street. The truck made its turn, failing to see the
vehicle, and collided with it pushing the vehicle into the ditch. There were no injuries as a result of the
accident. The vehicle was pulled from the ditch and able to be driven from the scene.
January 28th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred January 27 th on North
Railway Street close to the Travellers Inn in Morden. The driver parked his vehicle on the street around
10:00am and returned a short time later to find damage to his side mirror. The vehicle that was damaged
is a 2011 white Ford F250 truck. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the
Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
January 30th, 2014
Police received a Warrant for Arrest for a 33 year old female from Morden who failed to attend court on
several charges including assault and 3 counts of fail to comply with condition of an undertaking. The next
day, Morden Police arrested the female and executed the Warrant. She was released on an Appearance
Notice to attend Morden Provincial Court in February.
January 31st, 2014
Police were on general patrol when they observed a vehicle travelling in the middle of the road. The
vehicle then wandered to the left side of the road and then back to the middle. Police activated emergency
lights at which time the vehicle pulled into a driveway of a residence and stopped. Police approached the
vehicle and spoke with the driver who had an odor of liquor on his breath and displayed other signs of
impairment. The driver was arrested for impaired driving and found to be in possession of a small
quantity of marihuana. Upon searching the vehicle, police found a container of liquor as well as other
drug paraphernalia. The accused provided two samples of his breath that were analyzed at 180mg%. The
21 year old Morden area resident was charged with impaired driving, drive over .08 and possession of a
controlled substance. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in February.
February 2nd, 2014
Police were on general patrol when they observed a vehicle travelling north on Mountain Street without
any tail lights. The vehicle was stopped and the driver was asked for his driver’s license and vehicle
registration. The driver at first produced something other than his driver’s license and when asked again,

was unable to find his license or the registration. Police noted an odor of liquor on the driver’s breath and
other signs of impairment. When asked to step out of the vehicle, the driver stumbled and almost fell over.
He was arrested for impaired driving and transported back to the Morden Police Service for tests. Breath
tests obtained were analyzed at 180 and 190mg%. The driver was charged with impaired driving and drive
over .08. He will be appearing in Morden Provincial Court in February.
January 13th – January 20th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 82
Break & Enter (residence) – 1
Theft of Motor Vehicle - 1
Theft under $5000.000 - 1
Other Criminal Code (breach recognizance) - 1
Assault (common assault) – 3
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession) – 1
Municipal By-Laws - 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 14
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, domestic dispute, emergency hang-up, fingerprints)
- 13
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 45
January 13th, 2014
Morden Police Service is investigating a theft of motor vehicle that occurred over the weekend. The
vehicle was parked in the 600 block of Gilmour Street in Morden this past Sunday between 2:00am10:00am. The keys were left in the vehicle and the doors were unlocked. The vehicle is a 1995 red and
black Ford F-150 extended cab truck, Manitoba license number FNH 147. Anyone with information
regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800222-8477.
January 15th, 2014
Police received a report of a residential break and enter on Hillcrest Street in Morden. The owner of the
home left the residence this date around 8:15am and returned around 12:45pm to find that someone had

been in the home. Suspect(s) appeared to have entered through an unlocked door. Drawers and closets
were opened and clothing was moved around. At this point, it does not appear as though anything is
missing. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at
822-4900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
January 15th, 2014
Police had a LG cell phone turned in that was found on the Shoppers Drug Mart parking lot. Anyone who
is missing a cell phone is asked to attend the Morden Police Service or call with a full description to claim
ownership.
January 16th, 2014
Police received a call of a domestic dispute at a residence in Morden. Police attended and spoke with both
parties who advised that they got into an argument and disagreement over the discipline of a child. There
had been a verbal altercation but nothing physical. Police remained on scene to ensure that the situation
was not going to escalate. There were no charges as a result of this incident.
January 18th, 2014
Police were called to a residence at around 3:30am this date regarding a disturbance and fight taking
place inside. Police attended and entered the residence to find blood all over the kitchen floor. The owner
of the residence was uncooperative with police and refused to provide details. Police searched the
residence and found a male on the floor in the bedroom who was intoxicated with blood all over his face.
The male was also uncooperative with police and would not provide any details as to how his injuries
came about. EMS was called and attended to the male subject who had injuries to his eye, a possible
broken nose, cuts and a possible concussion. He was transported to Boundary Trails Health Centre for
further medical attention. Police are continuing their investigation.
January 18th, 2014
Police conducted a traffic stop on a vehicle and upon checking the driver through police dispatch, found
that the driver did not have a driver’s license as well as had a Warrant for Arrest from the Steinbach
RCMP for impaired driving. Police arrested the driver on the Warrant and while doing so, detected an
odor of marihuana on the individual. Police seized a small quantity of marihuana from the console inside
the vehicle. The 34 year old Morden resident was issued a warning for possession of a controlled
substance and was released on a Promise to Appear in Steinbach Provincial Court in February regarding
the RCMP Warrant for Arrest.
January 19th, 2014
Police were called to the Traveller’s Inn in Morden regarding a fight taking place in the bar. Police
attended and spoke with the victim who advised he was in the washroom when four guys came in and
started making comments about a family member. The victim responded with some profanities at which

time the suspects began to throw punches. The suspects left the bar right after the incident. The victim
says he does not know any of the individuals and does not want to pursue any charges.
December 30th, 2013 – January 13th, 2014
Total Calls for Service – 114
Break & Enter (residence) – 2
Theft under $5000.000 - 1
Frauds – 1
Other Criminal Code (threats, unlawfully in a dwelling house) - 2
Assault (common assault) – 4
Controlled Drugs & Substances (possession) – 1
Municipal By-Laws - 2
Highway Traffic Act Offences (charges & warnings) – 16
Traffic Accidents - 1
Assist General Public (suspicious persons/vehicle, domestic dispute, emergency hang-up, fingerprints)
- 16
Other Police Activities (alarms, criminal record checks, assist other agencies, Lost / Found Property,
K9 assistance, mental health act, 24 hour suspension) – 68
January 1st, 2014
Police received a call of an intoxicated individual at a residence who was verbally abusive and refusing to
leave. Police attended the residence to find a male individual on the floor in the bedroom intoxicated. The
individual was asked some questions but could not answer them, as he was too intoxicated and did not
know where he lived. The individual was arrested under the Intoxicated Persons Detention Act and lodged
in cells overnight until sober. He was released in the morning when sober.
January 1st, 2014
Police have charged a 39 year old female with domestic assault following an incident. Police received a call
from the victim advising that his ex-wife was rummaging through and attempting to steal his vehicle.
Police attended and found the victim and accused standing on the street yelling and screaming at each
other in front of a vehicle. It was learned that the victim had attempted to call police with his cell phone

when he observed the accused trying to steal his vehicle at which time the victim hit the cell phone out of
the accused hands and pushed him back. The accused was arrested and released on a Promise to Appear
with conditions to have no contact or communication with the victim. She will be appearing in Morden
Provincial Court in February.
January 3rd, 2014
Police were called regarding a minor motor vehicle accident at the corner of North Railway Street and
Stephen Street in Morden. The driver of the vehicle was travelling north-west on North Railway Street
attempting to enter onto Stephen Street but due to icy road conditions, slid and hit the “Do Not Enter”
sign knocking it over. There was some damage to the vehicle but no injuries.
January 5th, 2014
Police conducted a traffic stop and while speaking with the driver, observed an odor of fresh marihuana
coming from inside the vehicle. The passenger in the vehicle advised that she had some marihuana and a
pipe as well as a small vial with oil residue. Police seized all items and issued a warning to the passenger
for being in possession of a controlled substance.
January 5th, 2014
On November 20th, 2013 Morden Police reported a motor vehicle accident that took out the pedestrian
corridor light standard at the corner of Thornhill Street and 5 th Street in Morden. A vehicle was travelling
west bound, at what appeared to be a high rate of speed, and attempted to turn south onto 5 th Street but
lost control. The vehicle hit the pedestrian corridor light standard knocking it over and the driver fled the
scene. Manitoba Infrastructure and Transportation crews were called from Winnipeg to replace and
repair the light. Damage is estimated at just over $9000.00. The vehicle involved in the accident was a
blue 1999 Chevrolet Astro van with a Alberta license plate.
Police have now charged the driver involved in this incident, a 37 year old Morden resident with fail to
leave particulars regarding an accident resulting in damage to property adjacent to a highway contrary to
the Highway Traffic Act and fail to notify the registrar of a change of address for drivers license within 15
days of change, contrary to the Driver and Vehicles Act.
January 6th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred on December 13 th, 2013 in
the parking lot of Giant Tiger in Morden between 7:00-9:00pm. The driver came out to her vehicle to find
damage to the driver’s side rear bumper. The vehicle that was damaged is a 2000 black Lincoln Navigator.
Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
January 8th, 2014

Police received a call from Tim Hortons in Morden advising of several customers that were causing issues
inside. Police attended and were advised that one of the customers pushed a staff member when they were
confronted. Police asked the individual to leave the store along with two of his friends. There were no
charges as a result of this incident.
January 8th, 2014
Police received a report of a hit and run motor vehicle accident that occurred the previous evening. A
vehicle was parked on the south side of Gilmour Street in Morden facing east across from the Morden
Mennonite Church between 7:30-9:30pm. The owner came out to find the driver’s side mirror on her
2005 green Ford supercrew broken. It would appear that the vehicle had been side swiped by a passing
vehicle. Anyone with information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 8224900 or Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.
January 12th, 2014
Police were called to Rock’s Bar & Grill after a security guard was assaulted. Police attended and spoke
with staff along with security who advised that they were trying to break up a confrontation between some
patrons and while doing so, one of the security guards was assaulted. The accused advised that he got into
a confrontation with some guys who were throwing ice cubes at people in his group. During the
confrontation, he must have accidentally struck one of the security guards. Police are continuing to
investigate.
January 12th, 2014
Police are investigating a break and enter to a residence in the 100 block of 15 th Street in Morden. The
home was entered through a door inside a garage. Once inside, culprits rummaged through the home but
it does not appear as though anything was taken. Police are continuing their investigation. Anyone with
information regarding this incident is asked to call the Morden Police Service at 822-4900 or
Crimestoppers at 1-800-222-8477.

